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@@@@@@@@                 OUR    ANNIVERSARIES                @@@@@@@@
                                    in 1992

                         The 77th year of our Regiment
                 The 77th year of our magazine, THE FORTYNINER

                       The 76th year of our Association

      The dates as printed in our magazine the last couple of years have not
 been exactly correct. With some hunting around in back issues of our maga-
 zine the numbers shown above appear to be correct.

      There isn't much information in print for the early days since the mag-
 azine was started in 1915. The first issue was printed in the summer of 1915
 and subsequent numbers during the war were published "every little while".
 Each time the magazine was printed during WW I the new staff had to be de-
 tailed since the previous staff was usually "no longer available"

      There was a period of time following WW I when The Fortyniner was not
 published, ten  years  it  is  believed. When the Association decided it was
 time again for the magazine to "come out", it was printed in 1929.

      While in France the idea of a post-war association was thought of by
 the then LCol W.Griesbach. He wrote back to a Captain Pinder on November 29,
 1915, suggesting that an association be started and whose objective it would
 be to: welcome home returning members of the Battalion; advise members about
 pensions; render all possible assistance to members.

      "The first meeting was held in Room 917, McLeod Block, Tuesday,February
 6th, 1916, at 4:00 PM. Present were: Mr. R.M.Frith; Mayor(of Edmonton)Henry;
 Mr. B.Blackburn; Mrs. R.Gannon, representing 49th Bn chapter IODE; Mrs. A.
 Sloan, representing the Col Griesbach chapter IODE; and Captain M.Pinder.
 The Association was organized at this meeting and has been carrying on con-
 tinuously since."

      The first Church Parade of the Association was held in July, 1926.
      Nearly 200 ex-service men gathered at the market square, formed four

 companies under the command of MajGen Griesbach to take part in the Church
 Parade of July 20, 1930.

      An effort was made to establish a branch of the Association in Calgary
 @in 1919 but it didn't get organized until April, 1929.

      In August, 1934, a 49er Association was formed in Toronto and it was
 tnown as the Eastern Post.

      The initial meeting of the Vancouver Branch was held at 8:15 PM, April
 13, 1935. The meeting was held in the Canadian Legion Ha11, Vancouver. A
 1-acies Auxiliary to the BC Branch was organized in 1935, membership 30.

      In 1929 "district officers" were appointed at Wainwright, Peace River,
 kestlock. Busby, Vegrevilte, High Prairie, Brule, Calgary, Grande Prairie.
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@@@@@@@                   PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE                 @@@@@@@@
                             Edmonton Association

      My  term  as  your  'conscripted' President is now drawing rapidly to a
 close. While a truism, it is apt to say that the time goes by with ever-in-
 creasing speed.

      Your Executive is considering inviting our Ladies to the Annual Banquet''
 as our numbers decrease and then decrease yet again. Our disabilities come
 along much more frequently. It has also been decided to carry on with the
 dance which we brought back last year. Since our language now shows consid-
 erable restraint and our drinking habits of old are greatly subdued (some
 would say reformed) it is our feeling that our Ladies would enjoy the Ban-
 quet and certainly I am sure we would benefit  from  their  presence. Here's
 to the Ladies!

      Some  of  us  attended the Victoria summer picnic and while it may have
 been listed as the "Last Picnic", I am convinced that the vibrant B.C. gang
 will find some suitable way to get together each summer in Victoria - some
 way that perhaps takes less work and less planning. They pride themselves,
 and justifiably so, in making their picnic a kind of military exercise com-
 plete with inspections, speeches and formality. We here, on the other hand,
 pride ourselves, also justifiably, in emphasizing informality and fun.

      Once again our Association has been invited to send a representative
 with the Minister of National Defense on his safari to Sicily, Italy, mark-
 ing 48 years since the Canadians landed in Sicily, July 10, 1943. We have
 chosen Bill Shaw to be the lucky one. Bill left  in  September  and  by  the
 time this edition of The Fortyniner is in your hands he will have but mem-
 ories to share with us, photos to show us, and a short story of his trip to
 the area. From personal experience of several years ago, I know these mem-
 ories will be draped with much sadness.

      The planning for our Edmonton Association annual picnic was done by our
 loyal band in the Grande Prairie area, where it was held, in particular by
 Betty Belford. God bless them and her, making our year easy indeed.

      On July 7th, Ralph Craven, Bill Shaw and I journeyed to Barrhead where
 we shared in the 99th birthday celebration of a 49er from World War I, Reg
 Watts MM, a frequent contributor to this magazine for many years. Reg was
 overjoyed to see us and we honored him by creating a new category in the
 Association, that is to say an Honorary Membership category, and we then in-
 stalled him as the First Honorary Member of the 49th Battalion, The Loyal
 Edmonton Regiment Association, accompanied by all the due pomp and ceremony-
 we could muster.

      Finally, I would like to mention a few words about our Honorary Lieut-
 enant Colonel, Bob Chapman. In many respects he turned out to be an excel-
 lent choice for the honor accorded to him, giving freely of his time,talents
 and money for the enhancement of the regimental reputation within the com-
 munity. It is worth mentioning that Bob served with the Militia Battalion
 during WW II and, indeed, was recommended for a commission until Walter Hale
 found  out  he  had confused the Chapman brothers. You see. Bob was category
 but nonetheless he had applied himself diligently to the pre-OCTU phases of
 that time, whatever they were called then. He has shown that same diligence
 and loyalty over the past three years in his term as the Honorary Lieutenant
 Colonel of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment (4 PPCLI). Thanks from us all. Bob.

                                                       Fraternally,
                                                   Edgar L.Boyd,  President
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  B.C. Association

     In 1974, under Jim Stone's leadership, the BC Branch of our Loyal Ed-

monton Regiment Association organized an August picnic and it was so suc-

cessful that an August picnic became an annual event.

     This past August, '91, we had our 18th and final picnic and the con-

sensus appears to be that we finished on a high note. Certainly the weather

was perfect, the salmon superb, the participants of the finest quality!

      It was after considerable debate and with much regret that the Exec-

utive of our Association concluded we could no longer conduct the picnic at

the standard our members have been expecting; anything less was not accept-

able to us. A brief explanation of the major considerations that guided us

 in this decision is in order.
      First there was the simple fact that the members of the Executive were

finding it increasingly difficult to scurry around and tend to the multitude

 of activities involved in the arrangements. The most obvious of these is the

 physical preparation of the picnic grounds.

      Secondly, the number attending had decreased quite drastically in re-

 cent years. Initially we used to cater for 175 to 200 members and their

 guests, last year we looked for a hundred to come but even that proved to be

 more than ample since only about 90 participated. That leads us to the eco-

 nomics of the event - clearly it is no longer affordable since many of the

 expenses remain constant regardless of whether we have 50 or 150.

      Thirdly, it is noteworthy that an increasing number of our members are

 experiencing with some difficulty the uneven ground and temperature varia-

 tions associated with an outdoor event, even in balmy Victoria.

      Be assured that our Association will continue out here as long as there

 are members who wish to do so. Our Annual General Meeting and Dinner will

 take place next February in Vancouver as usual. Our Executive is currently

 exploring the feasibility of a summer gathering in Victoria in 1992.

      As always, on behalf of the Executive and Members of the BC Branch, our

 best wishes for a happy, healthy, prosperous 1992 to all 49ers everywhere.

                                                          Fraternally,

                                                            W.Rempte, President



@@@@@@@                I WAS A REINFORCEMENT TO                @@@@@@@@
                           THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT

                                        by
                                  Dave T. Burns

      Over the years I have often wondered about the tremendous number of re-
 inforcements required to keep an Infantry Regiment overseas and in the front
 line. My research for this article has produced information from one of our
 ex-Adjutants suggesting a ball park figure of 6000, all ranks, went through
 The Loyal Edmonton Regiment from their time of recruitment to the end of the
 war. World War II.

      When one considers that there were nine Regiments in each Division plus
 the supporting troops and the Canadian Army fielded five full divisions
 overseas plus support troops for each Div - Artillery, Armoured, Service
 Corps, Ordnance, Medical, plus a number of smaller units, it is quickly re-
 alized  that  a  great, great  number of soldiers were required to keep this
 army up to strength in the field. One must also consider that the Cdn Navy
 and the Cdn Air Force also required reinforcements, and when these various
 reinforcements are taken into account it is apparent that Canada made a sig-
 nificant contribution to maintain these figures.

      Now where did these reinforcements come from? It should be noted that
 in the summer of 1940 the Canadian Government made into law - The National
 Registration Act - whereby every person, male/female, over the age of 18
 years was required to register for the possibility of serving their country.
 This initiative was put into place immediately. Young men were called up for
 military training. There were several categories of them but the one group
 that I tend to highlight in this story where those who were sent to various
 training centres across Canada and given the option to volunteer for duty
 overseas and those who did not wish to go on active service thus being re-
 tained as young soldiers in training (Zombies), Home Defense for Canada. A-
 nother group of soldiers who became equally well trained were the many, many
 Militia Regiments that came into being between the two wars and were known
 as the Canadian Militia. The Regimental names of these Regiments were a
 holdover from the Regiments that served in the First Great War. I was a
 product of this group.

      In the summer of 1940 the First Battalion, Edmonton Fusiliers, was
 mobolized for Active Service. The Fusiliers followed the tradition laid down
 by the L Edmn R in that they sent a team up to the Peace River district to
 recruit the personnel for "D" Coy. Ten young men, including myself, from Ed-
 monton and district were included in this group. We were  informed  that  we
 were joining an Active Service Regiment and after initial training we would
 proceed to England for duty. We were all very enthusiastic about this pos-
 sibility but in time it was discovered that many of the officers in the Reg-
 iment were overage for active front-line service. Our Commanding Officer at
 the time was LCol Hercus Strachan VC MC.

      We remained with the Regiment in Edmonton until May,1941, when we were
 sent to New Westminster, B.C. for duty. We continued in Infantry tactics to-
 gether  with  long  route  marches. In  the  fall  of  1941  we were sent to
 Nanaimo,B.C., for further training at the Brigade level. We joined up with
 the Irish Fusiliers from BC and the Victoria Rifles from Montreal, becoming
 the 13th Brigade in the 6th Division, Our training was greatly upgraded and
 reached a high level in Brigade training. We were still at Nanaimo on Decem-
 ber 7, 1941, when the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbour. All along the West
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   Coast  of  Canada  the  most  stringent tactics were being taken to make the
   coast secure.

        In January, 1942, our Regiment was dispatched to Prince Rupert, BC be-
 I cause the barracks were not large enough to house a wartime Regiment where
 I we were now stationed. My Company, "D", was sent to the Queen Charlotte Is-

   lands to do security at the RCAF Base, Atliford Bay. After two to three
   months of service in this area we tost our first draft of reinforcements to
   overseas service. One hundred men, including alt ranks, were chosen by lot
   and were sent directly to England where they joined the Regina Rifles of the
   2nd Canadian Division. Their vacancies here were filled by a group of train-
   ees to bring our Regiment up to strength. There  were  several  other  small
   drafts  taken  out  and, in  addition, a group of NCO's were sent to the 3rd
   Battalion, Edmonton Fusiliers. A second small group of NCO's was sent to  be
   part of a special services training force and stationed in Montana, USA. In
   September of that year (1942) the Regiment was transferred to Sidney, BC. By
   now, having reached the rank of Sergeant, I was then sent to several schools
   of instruction and while absent from the Regiment several more small groups
   of reinforcements had been sent overseas. Most of our NCOs were retained,
   however, for the purpose of training incoming recruits. This was most frust-
   rating to me.

        In the early part of January, 1943, I was sent to a battle drill course
   at Vernon, BC, and during my absence some more small drafts were sent over-
   seas. At that time I was a Platoon Sergeant. The only active service men in
   the platoon were three Corporals who were over age for front line duties.
   The rest were trainees. We were then sent for duty to Port Alberni, BC. Af-
   ter being there for several weeks, much to my surprise, I was called up by
   my Company Commander and told that a draft of forty members were going to
   England shortly and I would be allowed to go if I were prepared to revert
   to the rank of Corporal. Without hesitation I agree to do this.

        The draft that I went overseas on arrived in Aldershot, England, about
   the middle of May, 1943, and once there I could see that I had caught up to
   the  majority  of  the drafts that had gone before us. Some had already been
   sent  up to the Eddies as reinforcements and at that time they were station-
   ed in Scotland preparing for an upcoming invasion. As it turned out it was
   to be the journey to Sicily.

        In the early part of July, 1943, the 1st Division of the Canadian Army
   as a part of the British 8th Army, invaded Sicily and after forty days of
   fighting the Island was successfully overrun and the various Regiments and
   support groups went into rest to re-group, replace casualties and generally

,  consolidate as a fighting unit. During this time I  was  sent  from  England
   aith a group of reinforcements to Philippeville. North Africa, where the
   British had a holding unit for reinforcements. Upon my arrival there I met
   again a number of ex-Fusiliers who had taken part in the Sicilian invasion
   and they were now being processed through the holding unit to go back to

;  their previous Regiments for further duty in the field. While at Philippe-
|  ville we continued with our training. It was there that I noticed on the
I  bulletin board a request for volunteers to take anti-tank training. I ap-
I  plied  to go on the course and I was accepted. The course of training lasted
I  -For three weeks and was under the direction of a Sergeant from the Royal
I  22nd Regiment. Shortly after the completion of the course we were moved to
I  an advanced holding unit situated at Taranto, Italy. Not long after our ar-
|  rival there it was on up to the L Edmn R, reporting to the Battalion HQ
I  there. Here I reverted from Corporal to the rank of Private and I was then
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detailed for duty in the Anti Tank Platoon then commanded by Capt Ed Boyd.

      I remained with the Battalion until December 27, 1944, at which time I
was wounded and sent along to a hospital in Rome. Prior to my being hospit-
alized in Rome, which lasted about two months, I had gone through various
regimental aid posts. It was determined that my days as a front line soldier
were over and by now all Cdn fighting forces in Italy had gone to France and
Holland to join the rest of the Canadian Divisions and where they remained
as a fighting unit until the end of the war.

     Following my discharge from hospital in Rome I went to a convalescent
camp and from there on to the holding unit in Avellino, Italy. I remained
there for a short while before a large group of Canadians, myself included,
was sent by boat to England and then on to Aldershot. While in Aldershot I
was  given  14  days  leave during which time I journeyed to London to visit
with some relatives. During this leave time in London VE day took place. The
whole city was celebrating and during the course of the day I had the priv-
ilege of viewing the Royal Family on the balcony of Buckingham Palace from
where they joined in on the celebration. Then a few hours later, while in
St George's Park, the Prime Minister of Britain, Sir Winston Churchill, al-
ong with several other celebrities passed by. It was a  significant  feature
of the celebrations for me at the end of the war.

     On the completion of my leave I was posted to a repatriation depot at
Blackdown, England. Here the group I was in assisted in sending many Can-
adians back to Canada and including a number of 49ers. Within a few months
I was sent to another 'repat' depot and eventually I got on the list for re-
turn to Canada. I arrived back home in Leduc, Alberta, December 15, 1945. I
was able to celebrate Christmas with my family, including my three brothers
who had also seen active service overseas.

     Following my 30 days leave I received my discharge on January 26, 1946.
I went back to Edmonton and became an outpatient at Col Mewburn Hospital for
the next three months. When this was ended I became the town constable at
Leduc for about a year when I left there to join the Edmonton Police Force.
Here I met up with other 49ers - Tiny Little, Rod Stevenson, Trevor Jones,
Dave  Mclntosh, Art  McCormack, Herbie  Munroe, Norm Furnell, Cy MitcheU. I
remained on the Force for 30 years serving in many  of  their  Divisions. My
retirement came in 1977 and my wife and I then travelled extensively.

     In 1988 I suffered kidney failure spending considerable time in hosp-
ital. As a result I am now on renal dialysis treatment regularly and require
some assistance for my daily living. With my condition I am now permanent at
the Mewburn Vets Centre along with other veterans, including 49ers.

     At this time I wish to pay tribute to the large numbers of ex-Fusiliers
who distinguished themselves in battle and in some cases were decorated for
their  bravery. And  I  would  also like to pay homage to those who made the
supreme sacrifice and remain in the many Fields of Honour on foreign soil.

     The record of our Italian Campaign has been  reported  in  considerable
detail elsewhere and I do not wish to cover those activities here except to
mention  that  many  severe  battles  were fought with such gallantry that I
shall forever remain proud of my courageous colleagues in battle.

     The battle at Ortona stands out as one of the bloodiest of all and the
eventual defeat of the enemy there was a hallmark of victory which, to this
day, provides a high degree of personal satisfaction as one reflects on the
contribution and success of our Canadian Forces. Not the least of which were
thas^__common1y referred to as 'REINFORCEMENTS'.
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@@@@@             THE  LOYAL  EDMONTON  REGIMENT           @@@@@@-
                                   (4PPCLI)

      THE PAST YEAR. 1990/91; SAW OUR REGIMENT SWING BACK TO REGULAR TRAINING
 FOLLOWING THE WINDING DOWN OF OUR 75TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS. THE UNIT'S

 TASKINGS WITHIN THE OVERALL CANADIAN FORCES STRUCTURE CONTINUED UNCHANGED,

 WITH THE PRIMARY TASKING BEING THE MAINTENANCE OF A PLATOON OF AIRBORNE IN-
 FANTRY. THE AMALGAMATION OF ALL ALBERTA BASED MILITIA UNITS INTO ONE DISTRICT

 WAS COMPLETED AND THE NEW REGIONAL COMMAND STRUCTURE IN THE CANADIAN ARMY HAS

 NOW BEEN FORMALIZED WITH THE INAUGURATION OF THE HEADQUARTERS FOR LAND FORCES

 WESTERN AREA (LFWA) ON 1 SEPTEMBER 1991. LFWA HEADQUARTERS ARE LOCATED QUITE
 NEAR TO OUR OWN, AT GRIESBACH BARRACKS.

      RESTRUCTURING OF THE MILITIA SYSTEM WITHIN ALBERTA RESULTED IN AN OP-

 PORTUNITY FOR OUR OWN CWO WAYNE JOHNSTON. IN JUNE, 1991, HE ACCEPTED THE PO-

 SITION OF DISTRICT RSM FOR THE NEWLY FORMED ALBERTA DISTRICT. HIS NEW DUTIES

 WILL  INCLUDE  MANY  TRIPS TO MILITIA UNITS IN CALGARY AND MEDICINE HAT. THE

 REGIMENT CONGRATULATES CWO JOHNSTON ON THIS PROMOTION AND WISH HIM WELL IN

 HIS NEW ROLE.
      PROMOTED TO THE POSITION OF RSM  WITHIN  OUR  OWN  REGIMENT, CWO  BRIAN

 READ. OUR NEW RSM IS WELL KNOWN TO MANY MEMBERS OF THE 49TH BATTALION ASSOC-

 IATION AND WE LOOK FORWARD TO HIS TERM AS "CHIEF" IN THE REGIMENT.

      IN JULY, 199L THE UNIT'S ASSIGNED REGULAR FORCE OFFICER, CAPTAIN ERIC

 THORSON, WAS SELECTED TO ATTEND STAFF COLLEGE IN KINGSTON, ONTARIO. CAPTAIN

 ED HAVERSTOCK TOOK OVER THE REGIMENT'S RSSO POSITION FOLLOWING A TERM AT THE

 PARACHUTE TRAINING WING HERE IN EDMONTON.
      TRAINING IN SEPTEMBER, 1990, BEGAN WITH AN EXERCISE IN THE ROCKY MOUN-

 TAINS. BASIC MOUNTAIN WARFARE SKILLS WERE PRACTICED AND EVERYONE ENJOYED A
 WEEKEND OF "CAMPING" IN THIS SCENIC ENVIRONMENT. IN OCTOBER THE ARMY'S NEW

 C7 RIFLE AND C9 LIGHT MACHINE GUN WERE INTRODUCED TO THE TROOPS WITH AN IN-

 TENSIVE CONVERSION COURSE WHICH INCLUDED A WEEKEND OF SHOOTING ON THE RANGES
 AT CAMP WAINWRIGHT. THE C7 RIFLE IS A CANADIAN MADE VERSION OF THE AMERICAN

 F116 RIFLE.
      THE UNIT'S AIRBORNE PLATOON CARRIED OUT THEIR ANNUAL 'BURMA RIG  EXER-

 CISE IN MID-JANUARY, '91, AT CAMP WAINWRIGHT. INCLUDED IN THIS WEEKEND EXER-

 CISE WERE A PLATOON OF AIRBORNE SOLDIERS FROM 2 COMMANDO, CANADIAN AIRBORNE

 REGIMENT, AND A PLATOON FROM THE ROYAL WESTMINSTER REGIMENT OF VANCOUVER.THIS

 ANNUAL EXERCISE IS USED AS A METHOD FOR THE CANADIAN FORCES TO EVALUATE THE

 SKILLS OF SPECIFICALLY TASKED MILITIA GROUPS AND THE ABILITY OF THESE GROUPS
 TO  WORK  TOGETHER  WITH  THEIR  REGULAR FORCE COUNTERPARTS. OUR REGIMENT IS

 TASKED WITH MAINTAINING A PLATOON OF AIRBORNE INFANTEERS WHICH CAN AUGMENT
 THE CANADIAN AIRBORNE REGIMENT IN TIME OF WAR.

      IN JANUARY OF THIS YEAR, 1991, LlEUT KEVIN WEIDLICH AND CPL DUANE KLEIN

 OF OUR UNIT PROCEEDED TO CALGARY TO UNDERGO TRAINING IN RIOT CONTROL, DIPLO-
 MACY AND TO LEARN A BIT OF THE GREEK AND TURKISH LANGUAGES. THEY WERE TWO OF

 A TOTAL OF 80 RESERVES WHO VOLUNTEERED AND WERE CHOSEN TO GO TO  THE  ISLAND
 OF  CYPRUS  TO  PUT  IN  A TOUR OF DUTY ON THE PEACEKEEPING FORCE THERE. THE

 PPCLI HAVE A PERMANENT MISSION ON CYPRUS WHICH ROTATES EVERY SIX MONTHS. IT

  IS PART OF THE UNITED NATIONS PEACEKEEPING FORCE ON THE ISLAND. APPROXIMATE-

 LY 585 CANADIANS MAKE UP A PART OF THIS FORCE.
      A NUMBER OF WEEKEND EXERCISES DURING THE FEB THRU MAY '91 PERIOD PRAC-

 TISED OUR TROOPS IN BATTLE DRILLS, FIBUA AND CORDON AND SEARCH OPERATIONS.

 V/HENEVER FEASIBLE THESE EXERCISES INCLUDED A PARACHUTE "JUMP" FROM THE C 130

  HERCULES IN ORDER TO KEEP OUR AIRBORNE INFANTEERS SHARP.



THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT
     TWENTY OF OUR SOLDIERS TOOK PART IN A CROSS-BORDER EXERCISE DURING THE

SECOND WEEKEND OF MAY. A C-141 STARLIFTER AIRCRAFT FROM 446 MILITARY AIRLIFT

WING, WHO ARE BASED OUT OF McCORD AIR FORCE BASE. WASHINGTON, USA, FLEW TO

EDMONTON AND PICKED UP OUR SOLDIERS. THEY THEN FLEW TO RENO, NEVADA (AFTER

CLEARING CUSTOMS AT McCORD AFB) WHERE THEY SPENT THE WEEKEND CONDUCTING CAS-

UAL PARACHUTE TRAINING IN ADDITION TO GENERAL LIAISON WORK WITH THEIR AMER-

ICAN COUNTERPARTS IN THE CITY OF RENO. AFTER EXECUTING 2 PARACHUTE DESCENTS

FROM A CH-54 SKYCRANE HELICOPTER AND ONE FROM THE C-141 STARLIFTER WITH AM-

ERICAN PARACHUTES AND JUMPMASTERS, THEY WERE AWARDED THE "AMERICAN WINGS".

THE LOYAL EDDIES WHO PARTICIPATED NOW SPORT THESE BLACK WINGS ON THEIR JUMP

SMOCKS.
     A LARGE CONTINGENT OF EDDIES PARTICIPATED IN THE ANNUAL MILITIA CONCEN-

TRATION AT CAMP WAINWRIGHT IN AUGUST, '91. THE CONCENTRATION BROUGHT TO-

GETHER ALL MILITIA SOLDIERS FROM THUNDER BAY TO VICTORIA FOR A WEEK OF INTEN-

SIVE TRAINING AT CAMP WAINWRIGHT. OUR INFANTEERS WERE INTRODUCED TO THE NEW

8-WHEELED LIGHT ARMOURED VEHICLE NICKNAMED BISON. THE BISON CAN CARRY A SEC-

TION OF INFANTRY PLUS ALL EQUIPMENT IN RELATIVE COMFORT COMPARED TO THE -
SMALLER GRIZZLY VEHICLE WHICH HAS BEEN UTILIZED FOR A FEW YEARS NOW. THE

CONCENTRATION CENTRED AROUND A NUMBER OF STANDS WHICH WERE DESIGNED TO PRAC-

TICE THE SOLDIERS IN MECHANIZED INFANTRY OPERATIONS IN THE OFFENSIVE PHASE
OF WAR. WITH 70 OF OUR REGIMENTS ACTIVE SOLDIERS PARTICIPATING, IT PROVED TO

OBSERVERS THAT THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT WILL CONTINUE TO BE A FORCE TO BE

RECKONED WITH. OUR GOAL FOR NEXT YEAR IS TO IMPROVE OUR ATTENDANCE AT MILCON

-92 BY AT LEAST 10%.

     KEY POSITIONS AND INCUMBENTS OF OUR UNIT AS OF MID-SEPTEMBER, 1991.

BN HQ
  CO
  DEPUTY CO
  ADJUTANT
  RSM

A COY
  OC
  2 i/c
  CSM

LCOL GLENN R. JONES
MAJOR W. J. SPAAN

CAPT R.N.WEIZENBACH
CWO F.B.T.READ

CAPT J.F.D.STE-CROIX
CAPT J.G.LAVOIE
MWO K. MUNDORF

HQ COY
  OC       MAJOR J. C, MATTHEWS
  CHIEF CLERK  MWO C. D. MILLEY
  PAYMASTER    LT F. G. MCLEAN

1 PL COMD
2 PL COMD
3 PL COMD

LT R.E.FORESTIER

LT P.J.BURY

LT J.B.VIINALASS

REGIMENTAL ASCOT TIE
REGIMENTAL TIE
REGIMENTAL BUCKLE AND BEI

REGIMENTAL COLOURS - PRII

BLAZER CREST @ GOLD

REGIMENTALGRILL ORNAMENT

    KIT
$10.70

.SHQE-
PAINTED

BUCKLE AND BELT

COLOURS - PRINT

11.00
10.00

 5.00
21.40
30.00

AL ASCOT TIE        $10.70  REGIMENTAL PLAQUE - PAINTED

AL TIE               11.00  REGIMENTAL T-SHIRT

AL BUCKLE AND BELT   10.00         SML - MED - LGE - X/LGE

AL COLOURS - PRINT    5.00  REGIMENTAL COFFEE MUG

REST @ GOLD          21.40  STERLING SILVER LAPEL PIN

ALGRILL ORNAMENT     30.00  REGIMENTAL DECAL

                  - PRICE INCLUDES GST -

MAIL YOUR ORDER TO; THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT KIT SHOP

                        (4PPCLI)

                         CDN FORCES BASE EDMONTOM

            Box 10500    EDMONTON, AB.
                                      T5J 4J5

$32.10
  9.00

  8.56
 25.00

  1.00
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                              Edmonton Association

                               January 19th, 1991

      Members of our Edmonton Association met at the Montgomery Legion Branch
 in Edmonton on Saturday, January 19th, for our Annual General Meeting. The
 number of members present was about thirty, one of the smallest turnouts for
 such an occasion for some time.

      The meeting was declared open at 1400 hours with President Ed Boyd in

 the chair.
      It was called to order with our observation of a two minute silence in

 memory of departed and absent comrades.
      The first order of business was the reading of the minutes of the last

 General Meeting by Secty Ralph Craven and with no discussion concerning the
 minutes, a move for adoption was made by L. E. Stewart, seconded by Bill
 Shaw and unanimously carried.

      President Boyd then called for the various committee reports:

      FINANCIAL - report given by the Treasurer, Barney 01 son. The report in-
      dicated that we operated in the black, to the tune of $42.00 for the
      year. No measures need be taken to improve the situation. Membership
      fees and the "little bit extra" from our members still keep us on the
      good side. The report was seconded by Lee Ahlstrom and carried.

      MEMBERSHIP  -  given  by  Barney  Olson, listed  some three hundred and
      twenty members. This included our Militia Unit, those in hospital, as-
      sociate members, including ladies, etc.. The number is similar to the
      previous year. Seconded by Marcel Tettamente and report carried.

      MAGAZINE REPORT - Magazine #93 was mailed during the month of November,
      the cost of printing and mailing remained about the same as for last
      year. Prices will probably be somewhat higher this coming edition. The
      customary request for material for the next issue was made. Marcel Tet-
      tamente seconded the report and it was carried.

       MUSEUM - given by Chris Atkin, Museum Director. The Museum has been ap-
       proved for space in the Prince of Wales Armoury. A lease is being pre-
       pared and is expected to be finalized later this year. Available floor
       space amounts to some 2400 square feet on an  upper  floor, 500  square
       feet  in  the  basement (old rifle range) for any storage required. The
       amount of the annual tease fee is yet to be determined, costs for dis-
       play cases, etc., will be worked out later on.

         A Casino would be held on two days in March following, and a request
       for volunteers to assist in the operation of the Casino was made.

         Chris also had a couple of letters  requesting  information  on  some
       former members of the Regiment, neither one of them known to anyone at
       the meeting. Lee Ahlstrom mentioned that any information such as these
       requests can quite often be obtained by communicating with the Archives
       in Ottawa and any inquiries should be forwarded there.

       YOUNG  BATTALION  -  given by LCol Glen Jones, OC - made mention of our
       recent 75th Anniversary and the work that was involved in the prepara-
       tion of such an affair. He mentioned that he was thankful all had
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      YOUNG BATTALION - cont'd - turned out as well as it did.
          The  Battalion  had field training with the Regular Forces in July,

      1990, had 'combined ops' with the Calgary group in September. The Unit
      had one exercise per month at Wainwright, on these occasions training
      from Friday through to Sunday. The Airborne Platoon exercised at Camp
      Wainwright during the weekend previous to this annual meeting.

        Col Jones also gave us a run-through of some of the changes that are
      now about to take place at Griesbach Barracks with the positioning of
      Western Command HQ being in Edmonton. The new Headquarters will be in
      control of all operations, military, in Western Canada.

         It was moved by Charlie Swan, seconded by Roll ie Castagner, that a
       hearty note of thanks be given to LCol Jones for the excellent work he
       and his staff had done in preparing for our 75th Anniversary celebra-
       tion. The motion was carried unanimously.

       HOSPITAL REPORT - given by Bob Hidson. Bob mentioned that we are aware
       of 54 members at one time members of our Regiment who had passed away
       since our last meeting. Cards of sympathy had been mailed out to family
       members wherever possible and arrangements were made to advise veterans
       to turn out to funerals as well. At the time of the report there were
       seven members residing at the Veterans (Mewburn) Centre and two members
       in extended care facilities.
       The report was seconded by Ralph Craven and carried.

       With all the Committee Reports having been read, voted on and carried,
 the President then moved us on to any New Business.

       G.Foss Tackaberry mentioned that he was impressed with the job being
  done by Barney Olson as the Editor of our FORTYNINER magazine and he was
  pleased to be able to make this report. This was seconded by all members.

       Mike Antonio advised the meeting that he has contacted a number of our
  northern Grande Prairie and district members and, as a result, the Associa-
  tion is invited to hold our annual 1991 summer picnic once again in the
  northern area. It would be an advantage if the picnic could be held in con-
  junction with a long weekend. Mike moved that the picnic be held the weekend
  of August 31, September 1 and 2, 1991, in Grande Prairie and using the fac-
  ilities of the Grande Prairie Legion picnic grounds as our headquarters. AH
  the arrangements for the weekend would be looked after by the GP members.
  The motion was seconded by Marcel Tettamente and carried.

       All new business having been attended to the next item  on  the  agenda
  was  the  election  of  Officers for the coming year. President Boyd has one
  more year to run in his capacity as President, all other members are elect-
  ed annually.

       It was then moved by Gordon Armstrong, seconded by Charlie Swan, that
  all members of the present Executive be asked to carry on in their offices
  for the coming year. With no objections coming from the members of the pre-
  sent Executive and presuming that any objections would be overruled anyway,
  the motion was carried without dissent.
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Officers of our Association for the term 1991:

Vice President  Ralph Craven

 Lem Mundorf
Cote

                             President  -  Ed Boyd
         Vice President  -  Chris Atkin  Secretary  -  Ralph Craven

                          Treasurer  -  Barney Olson
          Executive Members  -  Wally Ross  Bill Shaw  Lem Mundorf

                   L.E.Stewart  Roll ie Castagner  Paul Cote
                         Past President  -  Bob Hidson

                        Militia Unit  -  LCol G. Jones
                          Hon Colonel  -  R.C.Chapman

     There being no further business to attend to the meeting was adjourned
at 1500 hours on a motion by Roll ie Castagner, and the motion was carried.

                   Article  -  By-Laws, Association Members
Regular Members

     AH ranks, past or present, who are serving or have served in units
     bearing the title or wearing the badge of the 49th Bn The Edmonton
     Regiment and The Loyal Edmonton Regiment or The Loyal Edmonton Reg-
     iment (4PPCLI) shall be eligible to join the Association as full

                                      members.

Associate Members
     The widows and children of officers and men serving or who have served
     in the Regiment
     Cadet Officers, Cadets and C I L Officers affiliated with The Loyal
     Edmonton Regiment (4 PPCLI)
     AH personnel of other Corps and Units who have been attached for duty
     with the Regiment
     Any interested person who is prepared to work on behalf of the Assoc-
      iation and subscribe to its aims.

                          @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

     Widows of deceased members are automatically placed on our membership
                        roll as an "Associate Member"

      If we have not had any communication from them for a couple of years
     we must presume that they are no longer interested and they will then

                     be taken off our Membership roll.

                          ++++++++++++++++++++++++++

                                EDITOR'S  REQUEST
      As is the custom, each year a request goes out to you to jot down some

of your memories from during your time overseas, or whatever, for inclusion
 1n the next issue of your FORTYNINER. The stories can be long, short, and as
 near to the truth as possible. Spelling errors, mistakes in grammar, we wont
 catch them all but we'll try. We can use the stories for the magazine - and
 posterity. Mail the material in as soon as you are able to. Our deadline for
 the next issue will be around September 15, 1992. It can be written in long-

                        hand, typed, printed. SEND IT IN!



@@@@@@@@            EDMONTON  ASSOCIATION  BANQUET            @@@@@@@
                                January 19, 1991

      Several hours after attending our General Meeting in the afternoon, we
 gathered again at the Montgomery Legion to take part in our Annual Banquet.
 The weather wasn't all that bad, not bad enough to keep anyone away "because
 of the weather" excuse.

      There weren't that many turn out for the banquet. Our bill from the Le-
 gion  for  the plate count amounted to 92. This is considerably less than in
 previous years, disappointing, and judging by what is happening with the BC
 Association, it must be a trend. Breaking down the list a bit further, there
 probably were some fifty plus veterans, the remainder would have been mem-
 bers from the Militia Unit and there were several invited guests.

      When the time came for everyone to be seated those at the head table
 were President Ed Boyd as M/C; Bob Hidson, Past President; Ron Hayter, Ed-
 monton City Alderman; Rev Warren Hall, Padre; LCol Glen Jones, OC Militia
 Unit; RSM Wayne Johnston, Militia; Keith Wakefield, Ralph Craven, Secty;
 Wally Ross, former OC Militia and an Executive member; and Del Dreger, we
 believe our only representative at this day's function from the "other side
 of the mountains".

      Our Regimental Colours were marched on in good Military fashion by mem-
 bers of the Militia Unit and when this was completed our "Griesbach Sword"
 was then piped on with the assistance of a member from the Edmonton Police
 Pipe Band. Sword bearers on this very formal occasion were Gus Campbell and
 Marshall Baydala.

      Then following a two minute silence in memory of our departed comrades
 and a short opening prayer from Padre Hall, it was to enjoy the buffet lunch
 put on by the Legion plus the continuous murmur from the many tables where
 different and tall tales were presumably being told. To say nothing of the
 fast disappearing wine that was placed on each table.

      Following the meal came the short speeches. The Toast to the Queen, to
 the City of Edmonton with a reply from Alderman Hayter and the Toast to the
 Regiment. There were several messages read by President Boyd from members
 who wished they could have made it but for one reason or another weren't
 able to come. There were no long speeches.

      The presentation of a small "liquid gift" to the oldest member in at-
 tendance then took place. On this occasion Herman Erickson, now well into
 his 80's, won the honor. It's not certain what happened to Herman after that
 since he couldn't be found. Whether he disappeared under  a  table  or  just
 sneaked out the back door, we're not sure. But he wasn't to be found after
 the presentation.

      FoTIowing^there was a short period of time for conversation at the dif-
 ferent tables. And all too soon the Sword was marched off, our Regimental
 Colours were marched off, the floor was partially cleared of most of the
 tables that had been used for dining, the bar opened again for business.

      The disk jockey set up his music machines to get ready for the dance to
 come. Those  members whose wives, lady friends, had dined elsewhere and were
 now waiting in the wings, went along and got them and brought them back to
 the hall.

      This year the dance was surprisingly well attended, much more  so  than
 in previous years. It's probably only a matter of time before the ladies be-
 come  a  part  of  the entire evening. Some of our members can still fling a
 mean leg when they get on the floor, however the partner is now a support.
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     By the time the music had begun it was after 9 o'clock and many of the
members not dancing stayed around for awhile to finish a drink, talk a bit,
but gradually they left for the Legion front office downstairs, called for a
taxi or phoned home for the car. That was the evening for another year.

     As is usual, a near complete list of those who attended, and not prev-
iously mentioned: Mike Antonio, Hythe - Sam Atkinson, Goodfare - Ken Coup-
land, Spruce Grove - Herman Erickson, Camrose - Ivan Feldberg, - Evansburg -
Dave Gaulter, Thorsby - Bob Jardine, Ardrossan - Steve Lotoski, Alberta
Beach - W. Lukaniuk, Tomahawk - Sam Lenko, Sangudo - J.B.McDonald, Mayer-
thorpe - Lome Napier, High Prairie - Brian Read, Spruce Grove - Pete St
Pierre, Sherwood Park - Charlie Swan, Innisfail - Matt Sawchyn, High Prairie
Joe Turions, High Prairie - Barney Weir, Two Hills - all from out-of-town.

     From Edmonton: Chris Atkin - P.Bury - Jack Bowen - Marshal Baydala -
Miles Beaton - Jack Birmingham - Kevin Brzak - Bill Craig - Paul Cote - Gus
Campbell - Joe Decoine - John Drake - Ted Dombroski - "Duke" Duquette - Jack
Debow - Roll ie Castagner - Ron Dmetruk - Barry Ferguson - H.G."Gig" Field -
Rene Forestier - Buck Getschel - Jim Hudson - Ed Howard - Steve Kmiech - Ron
LeBas - Don Matsen - Keith Mundorf - J.D.Matheson - S.Moores - Cliff Milley-
D.Marquardt - Dave McAra - Hugh McKay - Gord McVee - Wally McVee - A.Michael
Barney Olson - Dave Pittman - Bill Parry - Wuiff Preuss - B.Robitaille - G.
RobitaiTie - Bill Shaw - L.E.Stewart - Jack Toy - Marcel Tettamente - D.
Thorlakson - J.Taylor - Keith Wakefield - Carl Walford - Maurice White - M.
Wankiewicz - Bob Wilson - Richard Weizenbach.

Mention must be made of the attendance at the banquet of Del Dreger, not
only since he was the only member here from the Island, also it was his
first time in many years to be able to make it to our reunion.

Fred Reesor
Owen Moses  @
A. W. Nelson
Ralph Hayter
Paul Cote  -
Alex Burrows
Jim Sharkey

                                                          B. Olson

                      A Few Changes Of Address:
Fred Reesor  -  from a house to an apartment in Ottawa
Owen Moses  -  now retired in Fort MacLeod, AB
A. W. Nelson  -  from Edmonton to Ardrossan, just outside the city
Ralph Hayter  -  living, and married, in Sherwood Park
Paul Cote  -  moved but still in Edmonton
Alex Burrows  -  from outside Ottawa to inside Ottawa
Jim Sharkey  -  still in Edmonton, different address
Roll ie Castagner  -  now in a mobile home park, Edmonton
Jack Lidgett  -  from his own home to an apartment
Sid Fry  -  now living in Vernon, BC
Leonard Lamoureux  -  from CheriU to Barrhead, AB
Johm MacLean  -  from Edmonton to Ft Saskatchewan, AB
Carl Walford  -  from a house to an apartment, in Edmonton
Ed Cox  -  we hear Ed has sold his home at Courtenay. BC but so far

              have not had a new address
Herman Erickson  -  long-time resident of Camrose and district, in

     September sold his home and we believe he and Mrs. Erickson are
     now living in a Seniors' Home in Holden, AB.  We don't think Herman
     sold his Lincoln so we should see him when the snow is gone some-
     time next spring.



THIS   AND   THAT

Jim Stone, Victoria -"the enclosed clipping I cut out of a copy of the Globe
 and Mail paper and is of interest:
 "50 years ago: On July 2, 1941, the Globe and Mail reported from 'somewhere
 in England' that as part of the Dominion Day celebrations the King has pre-
 sented colors to two 1st Division infantry regiments, one from New Bruns-
 wick (Carleton & Yorks) and one from Alberta (The Edmonton Regiment). Al-
 though the Queen had carried out the ceremony before, the report said, it
 was the first time the King had ever presented colors to a Canadian unit.

Inflation? - Rent for our Post Office Box 501 increased in price from $26.00
 in 1990 to $50.00 plus GST in 1991.____________

Replacing lost or stolen or destroyed, etc. campaign stars and medals earned
by veterans of the Canadian Armed Forces should be directed to:

                          Honours & Awards Section,
                          Veterans Affairs,
                          284 Wellington St.,
                          Ottawa, ON.           K1S OP4

The Land Force Western Area (LFWA) regional office headquarters has now beenj
opened in the Edmonton area.It oversees in the neighborhood of some 10,000  j
people, regular army personnel, reservists and civilians and controls army  |
regiments across the West, including those in Calgary and Wainwright. There j
will be five such regions across Canada.                                    |

                    _________.@@@@@@@@@@@@@                              |
     "The  bottom  line, for Canada, in any combat situation has always beenj

the people on the line, not the technological level of the weapons they havej

to operate.                                                                 I
      In Korea, other nations' troops laughed when the PPCLI landed with "oldj

WW II " Lee Enfield rifles. Those same PPCLI troops went on to be the only  j
foreign troops ever awarded a Presidential Citation(US) for gallantry,      j

     The award was won covering a retreat of a  more  numerous  (and  betterj
armed) force of US Marines." (from the Camrose Canadian newspaper)          I

                    @@^@@@@@'@@@@@@-@@@@@@@@@@@@@@_@ -                                                                |

      During the past summer (1991) The Loyal Edmonton Regiment along with   j
some of the other local militia added in all some 200 part-time soldiers to j
their ranks. It was part of the Armed Forces Reserve, the reserves having   j
steadily expanded over the past several years while the totals of full-time j
soldiers were decreasing a bit. Sgt Bruce Zawalsky is a part-time platoon   j
leader and he agrees that there's not too many places you can get the train-|
 ing and do the things you can do in the military. "It's an extra part of my J
life, not  a  whole  career. It's  only four or five days a month. I've beenj
with the Loyal Eddies for eight years." ("Neighbors" News, June '91)       j

THOVTOCq^ Let us know   j
  when you know. j
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                                   and BANQUET

      The Sandman Inn, Vancouver, February 2, 1991, once again for our annual
 gathering to decide on our direction for the coming year. Those of us who    |
 managed  to  attend  found that we were all too few. With a total attendance
 figure of 24, we managed to scrape together of that bunch, 21 regular Assoc-
 iation members. I believe that you will all agree that this is far too small
 a number for us to assemble for our Annual General Meeting and Dinner.

      As usual the hotel staff had been hard at work and everything seemed to
 be well prepared for us. Each year it appears that there is a  large  number
 of  happy members, or should I say thirsty members, who gather early to tell
 a few yarns and to quaff a few drinks. This year was no exception to that
 rule as there were many members waiting for Doug Rogers to set up his equip-
 ment for the collection process, an earnest effort by Doug soon had things

 in order.
      As we gathered we heard from Les Taplin, hotel arranger, how things had

 been moving along. He anxiously awaited the arrival of  a  large  number  of
 members who had not sent in their acknowledgement cards. Alas! They did not
 turn out. Nevertheless, the hotel was ready for us.

       President Bill Remple repeated his usual custom of calling for a minute
 silence in memory of our departed and absent comrades. Sadly we complied.
 Bill then welcomed us all to the dinner, paying particular reference to our
 sole WW I representative, Dave Petrie, and to our most welcome guest, Wilf
 Gildersleeve of the Seaforths. He also passed along regrets for not being
 able to be present from General Kitching.

       His opening remarks also included a tribute to Jack Childs who has re-
 quested that he no longer be a part of the Executive. Bill referred to the
 tremendous contribution which Jack has made to the Association, B.C. and Ed-
 monton, over these many years.

       The  hotel  did  an excellent job of serving us the dinner. The soup of
 the night warmed us all up and the crisp salad which followed put us in a
  fine frame of mind. The main course of chicken which followed seemed to sat-
  isfy all our members and the vegetables were well received.; The "piece de
 resistance" was the desert, it was chilled to perfection - and then some for
 most of us. And this was accompanied by the delights of our conversation.

       When all were finished with their meal. Bill called upon Jack Rosser to
  propose the Loyal Toast and Alon Johnson gave the Toast To The Regiment.
  Alon said that he would be brief and, lo and behold, he  was. His  Toast  to
  "The Best" was remarkably well received and we all rose to our feet in reply
  to his request for the Toast.

       When these formalities were finished. President Bill asked for the Fin-
  ancial Report from the Secty Treasurer Ken McKenzie. Ken mentioned that we
  had a slight balance of funds left over for the year, mostly due to an anon-
  ymous donor. The report was seconded by Jack Rosser and unanimously passed.

       Ken then read a few of the amusing and interesting notes which he had
  received from members during the year. As usual we heard from Steve Andry-
  nuk and also from Ralph Paul sen. In all there were messages from some 23 ab-
  sent members.

       The President then called upon Les Taplin to present his Entertainment
  Report. As with many of those present, Les was dismayed by the large number
  of absentees. He made a suggestion that we each strive to bring one of our
  "absentees" along this coming year.
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      Gordon  Mclntosh, this  year's  nominating  chairman, then presented us
 with a slate for the coming year and it was unaminous. Members of our Exec-
 utive for 1991:

          President  -  Bill Remple     Secty Treas  -  Ken McKenzie
          Directors  -  Art Bird,  Ed Bradish,  John Dougan,  Alon

                          Johnson,  Doug Rogers,  Les Taplin.

      A discussion period then followed and President Bill spoke at length on
 the recent developments taking place at our Executive meetings. He took us
 back to 1935 to the formation of the BC Branch of our Association and led us
 up to the doldrums of 1971. About that time, Jim Stone and Owen Browne took
 over the Association and gathered a group of members together to form an Ex-
 ecutive. To begin with they initiated the holding of an annual picnic at the
 Saxe Point Park, Esquimalt, which with the assistance of the PPCLI, carried
 on until 1989. At that time it became apparent that the PPCLI would no long-
 er be able to serve us as they had been doing and it thus  became  necessary
 for us to turn to civilian caterers to service the picnic. As a result of
 this  change  we  soon  found that our expenses had greatly escalated and we
 were in a money losing situation.

      Our Executive therefore looked at all these factors. It was apparent to
 us that some of our members were no longer able to carry on as they had in
 the past, due mostly to physical changes. We found that the absence of the
 Army caterers made our catering difficult and we found that our costs were
 rising to great heights. Then our member support seemed to be diminishing.
 This led us to the conclusion that the time was now coming when we would
 have to change the format of our meetings.

      President Bill then told us of the new direction we would be attempt-
 ing, and as developed by the Executive. The 1991 Picnic, at Saxe Point,
 would probably be our last picnic. In future years we would try and hold a
 function each year. This coming year, 1992, there would be a dinner and Gen-
 eral Meeting as at present, in Vancouver. In 1993 we could possibly hold a
 function in Victoria, a function whose nature is yet to  be  determined  and
 depending on the wishes of the members.

      The President then requested that no vote be taken on the plan but that
 members would be free to discuss the matter and invited them to do so now at
 this dinner or in the days to come.

      Ray  Lewis  suggested  that perhaps we were holding too many events now
 and that we might have reached the time where one L Edmn  R  event  be  held
 each year, at a site to be selected by joint communication between the BC
 and Alberta Associations. Another member was in favor of holding our annual
 dinner as at present. Dave Petrie spoke of the historical nature of our As-
 sociation and proposed adoption of the Executive proposals.

      There the matter rested. Our President proposed that the formal part of
 our meeting be now closed and this was seconded and carried.

      Almost in the same breath, Les Taplin announced that the bar was now
 again open and so once again conviviality reigned supreme. But soon we could
 see that members would gradually disappear down the halt presumably to call
 it "quits" for the night. By 11:30 PM the last member was left untended and
 he as well departed. The 1991 Dinner/Meeting was finished.

      Besides the members previously mentioned, the others who were attending
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with us were: Jim Stone, Stan Cameron, Percy Darlington, Jack Delorme, Del
Dreger, Les Duncan, Sid Fry, Walter Holmes, Mel Likes, Jack McBride and Alex
McConnell, all from B.C. and from Innisfail, AB, Charlie Swan.

                                                           Ken McKenzie

                          WTTH THE CDN CORPS IN ITALY
                           Bill Boss - Correspondent

      The British 8th Army forces Friday were striking toward the Savio River
north of threatened Cesena in their arduous drive northwest towards the
plains of the Po Valley.

      The 8th Army front Thursday began an expected 90 degree swing northward
from the Pisciatella River and westward toward the Savio, which flows north-
ward from the western edge of Cesena to the Adriatic.

      The Canadian formation astride the Via Aemilia leading from Rimini
through  Cesena  to  Bologna moved forward on the north side of the highway,
 apparently intending to bypass Cesena. They advanced some 3 to 4,000 yards.

      Other Dominion units exploiting the bridgehead over the Pisciatella es-
tablished previously,pushed forward to cut the lateral highway running north
 from Cesena to Cervia on the Adriatic, 9 miles distant, while New Zealand
formations to the right also moved forward in a powerful armored push.

      The cracking of the Pisciatelto Line, begun by a Prairie Regiment night
 of October 17, 1944, clinched the Canadians' positions and the New Zealand-
 ers on the right. Attacking simultaneously after a tremendous barrage which
 tit the sky and reverbrated through the air for miles. They forced the enemy
 back and began the pivot movement.

      The initial bridgehead defences were  established  by  companies  under
 Major H.Tucker and Captain Les Taplin, of the Edmontons.

      The enemy strongpoints in the line were outflanked by Tucker's men, who
 had a well-chosen crossing place. The crossing itself, a difficult one, was
 made in a fog. A closely-fought small battle began once the stream was cros-

 sed.
      The  two  companies  fought  a night-long action with the Germans in an

 area 500 yards square. Daybreak found them in disputed although firm pos-
 session of a shallow bridgehead. The Scout Officer, Lieut Bill Remple, made
 a daylight reconnaissance of the river for a tank crossing, and some armor
 strengthened the bridgehead during the afternoon.

      Companies then worked their way downstream toward Ponta Delia Pietra,
 where the Seaforths held positions on the opposite bank.

      Ponte Delia Pietra, a couple of miles east of Cesena, was taken by Capt
 Jack Washburn in a spirited action after which Major Bill Longhurst led his
 company toward the Cervia lateral road.

      On the Thursday morning. Pioneer Officer Lieut Ralph Hayter,Vegreville,
 had 12 of the night's 79 prisoners working for him, filling a crater on the
 road, with a German Sergeant Major as "second in command".

      Capt Andy Campbetl, of Winnipeg, led men of a western Canadian Regiment
 Thursday in an advance which Thursday night was reported to be nearing the
 Cesena - Cervia highway, U miles northeast of Cesena.

                                       - extracted from an old Edmonton Journal



@@@@@@@@                        On Our                       @@@@@@@'
                          75th Anniversary Celebration

                                        by
                                    Ray Lewis

      I took advantage of the "early buying" program and sent in my $60.00
 right away so that I could pick up the pack which gave me the whole deal.

      I arrived in Edmonton on May 17th and went to the Westin Hotel where
 everything was in order. It also gave me an opportunity to purchase some of
 the many different articles which were on display there from the Kit Shop.
 They also had coffee and juice available for those who wanted it. The young
 men  from  the  Militia  Unit who were waiting on me were very courteous and
 very helpful.

      The brunch put on by the City of Edmonton and the supper went along
 without a hitch.

      The Church Parade, and from the church to the Citadel where the  parade
 formed up - our transportation was excellent. There is no doubt the standing
 around waiting tired many of the veterans more than the parade did. Like our
 old  Armoury  RSM Oldham would say, "When I call a parade at a certain time,
 be there on time." Whoever was responsible for  the  VIP  deal, they  should
 have  been  chastized. Not being good anymore at marching I decided to be on
 the tail end of the veterans' parade, but when they reversed the parade and
 marched down toward Jasper Avenue I found myself at the head of the parade
 and friends of mine who watched the replays on TV later told me how impres-
 sed and as surprised as I that so many veterans from one Regiment had turned
 out for it.

      As for the BBQ on Sunday, well there was more than steak. But I managed
 to get my steak and food and thanks to Alon Johnson for giving me a ride out
 to Camp Harris and back into Edmonton again.

       At the farewell brunch on Monday, for once the menu didn't have the 4th
 Battalion PPCLI badge but because of politics and after all  the  good  work
 the PPCLI P/R did, one can overlook this. There is no doubt that with a lit-
 tle courtesy they should have left that logo off since I went there to cele-
 brate the 75th anniversary of the Loyal Eddies. I enlisted in the Loyal Ed-
 dies in 1939, I could care less what the others did.

       For the price of $60.00 or even if it had been $100.00, I would do it
 another time. I believe the understanding was that the young battalion had
 volunteered to organize the event or the most of it. True enough there could
 have been more activity by the Association.

       Just to show how courteous the young battalion was is an example. After
 the  farewell  brunch  on  Monday at Convention Centre it began to rain. The
  late A1 Baker and Margaret and I managed to have a "driven car" at our dis-
  posal and we were taken to our hotel with no problem.

       Problems always take place when one tries to organize such a large ev-
  ent and if they do not get the cooperation from the members it is not their

  fault.
       I want to express my thanks to all those involved in the preparation of

  this extravaganza. To the City of Edmonton, to our young  Battalion  and  to
  the members of the PPCLI and our own Association and to all members who came
  out  to  make  this  something to remember and giving me a chance to meet up
  with some of my old buddies.

       Thanks for a good time!

One should be reminded that there's always free cheese in a mousetrap!



B.C. SUMMER  PICNIC

     August  4th, 1991, was  a  most  noteworthy day. For it was on this day
that our final August Picnic was held at Saxe Point Park.

     It was a rather traumatic occasion for many  of  our  members. Some  18
years ago Jim Stone decided that our Association needed some revitalization
and  the  Summer  Picnic  was  the means of achieving this goal. He and Owen
Browne, and a few others, labored hard over the initial years to achieve the
success they did get and we are eternally grateful to them.

     For 18 years then we have celebrated each year on the first Sunday in
August. Recently the decision was made to discontinue holding our picnic.
Elsewhere in this issue of our magazine you will find our reasons for not
carrying on with the picnic and needless to say a  sad  note  has  persisted
amongst the members that such a decision had to be made.

     But the day was too nice a day to keep us in a despondent mood and when
the sun came out our spirits rose. It would be a good day for us to meet up
with old friends we had not seen for some time.

     Art  Bird  was  the  one in charge of the decorations and he was helped
very well by Bill Remple, Doug Rogers, Paul and Goldie Charles. They did a
splendid job and it was appreciated by us all.

     As is usual, members began to gather prior to one o'clock, and we have
become accustomed to seeing our most long travelled member as the first ar-
rival. We were not surprised when we saw George Moroz, Sheho, SK, on the
grounds as he awaited our arrival. George and Gordon Mclntosh(who met George
on the "other side") made good travelling companions.

     As members continued to arrive and the product of the bar commenced to
bubble merrily in the glasses, the festive mood took over and we all enjoyed
ourselves immensely. When our Honorary President, Jim Stone, arrived and was
piped aboard by Ed Bradish to the tune of "Bonnie Dundee", we received him
with much enthusiasm. And following Jim's remarks, our Bugler, Cpl Michaux,
played us the "Get On Parade" and it was the signal for John Dougan, our MC,
to get the show on the way.

     To initiate the proceedings. Padre Ernie McQuarrie gave us a most suit-
able invocation. This was followed by two minutes silence in memory of our
absent comrades. Then Ed Bradish piped the "Lament" and our Bugler played
"Last Post" and "Reveille".

     We reverted to a lighter mood when it came time for Jim Stone to "fail
in" and "Inspect" the Old Guard, in this case ONE only. Jim pronounced Dave
Petrie in excellent condition and "well turned out" for the parade.

     President Bill Remple in his opening remarks summarized the history of
our picnic, enumerated the reasons for its discontinuance along with his re-
grets and his hopes that we will come up with a suitable way of maintaining
our Association gathering. With the conclusion of Bill's remarks and a rend-
ition of "Bonnie Dundee" by Ed Bradish, we carried on with our conversations
with old friends.

     Our talks were interrupted when we were called to witness  the  cutting
of the Regimental Cake. This operation was ably performed by Phyllis Remple
and her assistant. Bill Remple. Shortly after this little ceremony we were
pleased to hear the long awaited bugle call, "Cookhouse".

     The meal which followed was well worth waiting for, the main course of
baked stuffed salmon was back to the standard we had been accustomed to and
which reached an all-time "low" last summer. It was indeed acknowledged to
be an excellent dinner.
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      Too soon the meal was finished and indeed it was not long after that
 when the first of the members made their way to their car to be on the way
 home. And so our last Saxe Point Park summer picnic came to an end.

      And to summarize the picnic:                                           j
      Jim  Stone  was  his  usual  good self. His speech was brief and to the:

 point and we enjoyed it all. It was interesting to note that  all  three  of
 Jim's children were accompanying him - plus the dog.

      As mentioned before it was a treat to see George Moroz from Saskatch-
 ewan. George was making a "fast trip", had left Mrs. Moroz back home to wel-
 come friends from Holland. The Hollanders had hosted George on several oc-
 casions on different veterans' trips. George left for home in a hurry, with
 the assistance of Gord Mclntosh, so that he could greet his visitors.

      Dave Petrie was, as usual, one of the feature attractions at our pic-
 nic. Dave was full of stories of past picnics and it a shame that we did not
 have time to listen and enjoy all of them.

      Alee Kohuch looked great as he always does, sounded just as splendid.
      Jack Rosser was most unhappy about our decision to discontinue the pic-

 nic. We managed to convince him that we really had no other choice.
      Ralph  Hayter  was  present and brought with him his new bride, Danica. ,

 Not only that - they have made their home  in  the  Sherwood  Park, Alberta,
 area. We should see the two of them quite often from now on.
 Our picnic was greatly honoured with the attendance of our Edmonton Assoc-  ;
 iation President, Ed Boyd, along with Mrs. Boyd. They were in great form and @
 Ed amused us all with many anecdotes. Thanks for coming, Ed.                \

      And it was nice to see Percy and Phyllis Darlington there, accompanied |
 by Doug and Pat Rogers. Percy had his usual fund of amusing and believable
 stories to tell.

      It was good to see Earl Dick and Mrs. Dick on their annual visit from
 up Island, at Parksville.

      Rev Warren Hall turned up a little bit late - but then he had a long
 way to come, from Gold River. We are led to believe that Warren will be soon
 moving south to the Vancouver area.

      Archie  Greene  was  on hand and in fine fettle. It was a real treat to
 visit with him and Mrs.Greene and a guest. Archie looks very fit, he was en-
 gaged in a conversation with Bob and Mrs.Summersgill when I saw him. I reg- I
 ret I was unable to do more than say "Hello".                               I

      Jack McBride was on hand with Mrs. McBride and their daughter. Jack    j
 says that 1991 has turned out to be a much better year, healthwise, than wasj
 last year when both he and his wife, Dorothy, were under the weather. Jack  |
 has now passed the "magical 80" mark, we hope his good health carrys on.    j

      Visitors from the Prairies, other than as reported above, Charlie Swan |
 and Mrs. Swan, Innisfail, AB; Tom Huntington, Calgary, Angus McCrimmon from |
 near Calgary, Wally and Irene Ross, Edmonton, and Barney Olson, Edmonton.   j

      And some others from B.C.: Walter Holmes, Burnaby; Percy McBratney, my <
 one-time Platoon Sergeant, Kelowna; Les Duncan, Penticton.                  I

      And some of the ladies in attendance: Doris Petley, Ca1gary;Mary Beatonj
 Jessie Middleton and Garry Browne all of Victoria.                          |

                                                        Fraternally,           |

                                                             Ken McKenzie       I



Jim Stone's

B.C. PICNIC

     As  the  BC  Branch of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association held its
final picnic this year I felt that I should write a note to mark the demise
of what has been a wonderful Association event. Time waits for  no  man  and
the years have taken their toll of our members, both by death and incapacity
to travel, and our finances. When the Army assisted us with both labour and
equipment  the  Picnic  was quite easily organized but, with this assistance
withdrawn, it was very difficult for Bill Remple, Ken McKenzie, Art Bird,
Jack Childs, and numerous other kind souls who turned out to lend a hand
erecting tents, hanging bunting, organizing caterers and otherwise organ-
izing the event. With regret the decision was taken, the annual Picnic will
be no more.

     The Picnic this year followed its traditional form. Our usual VIP, Gen-
eral George Kitching was unable to be present and I was given the honour of
declaring the Picnic "Open". Escorted  by  President  Bi11  Remple, with  Ed
Bradish skirling "Bonnie Dundee", I carried out my part of the ceremony ex-
peditiously. The trumpeteer. Corporal Michaux, sounded "Get On Parade" and
the Master of Ceremonies, John Dougan, took command. After a few welcoming
remarks he called on the Padre, The Reverend Ernie McQuarrie, ex-Carleton
and York Regiment, to remember our fallen comrades and invoke God's blessing
on the gathering. The Padre's invocation was most impressive. Corporal Mich-
au.x then sounded "Last Post" and two minutes silence was observed. Ed Brad-
ish played an emotional "Lament" on the pipes. Corporal Michaux brought us
back to earth with a stirring "Reveille".

     The "Old Guard", veterans of the First World War, were ordered "ON PAR-
ADE" and this year only Dave Petrie responded. Dave was fully inspected and
was given "three hearty cheers" for his excellent bearing and immaculate
turn-out. May he have many more years of good health and happiness.

      Phyl Remple ceremoniously cut a beautiful cake, her husband guiding the
sword with the expertise he absorbed in his long service with the Canadian
Guards. Then the trumpeter sounded "Cookhouse" and the feasting commenced.

      The Picnic closed officially at 5 PM (1700 hours to Bill Remple) and we
all went our way.

      The  Picnic, over  the  years, has had the services of many fine people
and I consider it appropriate to mention them here.

      General, the Very Reverend Joe Cardy  MC, our  picnic  padre  for  many
years, because  of  health  problems, could not carry out the duties. We had
an admirable substitute in the Reverend Ernie McQuarrie, ex Carleton and
York Padre for many years. The Carleton and Yorks were presented with their
colours by King George VI the same time as we received our colours at Cat-
erham, Surrey, in 1941, so there is a tie that binds. He did a very fine job
and impressed us all with his obvious sincerity.

      Our one-time bugler. Jack Childs, also has health problems and, after
many years of tremendous effort both as a member of our Executive and as our
 Bugler plus being the "grounds decorator", could not participate. Cpl David
Michaux, whom, unfortunately, I did not meet, was immaculately uniformed and
most competent on the trumpet.

      The bagpipes are not my favorite musical instrument but I must confess
 to a great stirring of my senses when I hear "Bonnie Dundee" and the "Lam-
 ent" as  piped by a good friend, Ed Bradish. The "Lament" almost had me in
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 tears which state none of you wilt believe. Ed, I salute you as a good piper
 as well as a good soldier.

      John  Dougan  was his confident self as Master of Ceremonies and, under
 his direction everything ran smoothly.

      Ken McKenzie, as befits the Secretary Treasurer, had his eagle eye on
 everything and I am glad that my old job is in such competent hands.

      I left mention of Bill  Remple, the  President, until  the  last. Every
 parade, every event, to be good, has to have a commander and the commander
 has  to  be  good. As an ex-commander I commend Bill for a job well done. He
 and his executive put in hours of hard work to produce so successful an ev-
 ent as the 1991 picnic, and successful it was. I know I speak for everyone
 who was there when I say "thank you".

      I have written and spoken of the spirit that was generated in the 49th
 Battalion and its linear descendant, the Edmonton Regiment, afterwards des-
 ignated Loyal. This spirit has been apparent in everything we ever did and
 this last Picnic demonstrated that it is still with us. As the ranks inex-
 orably thin, it must not be allowed to die while there is one of us still a-
 live. Barney Olson has subscribed his time and labour to provide us with a
 magazine which must rate the best effort of any of us. It behooves us to
 give him every support  by  providing  the  material  for  him  to  publish.
 Barney's effort in transporting our "pictorial history" all the way from Ed-
 monton is one of true comradeship. Barney, thank you for being a true 49er.

      I  have  been  associated with Ed Boyd for so long that when I think of
 the Regiment, Ed is somewhere in the thought. Years ago someone wanted to
 promote me to Captain and the only vacancy in the battalion was the command
of the Anti-Tank Platoon. Lieutenant Ed Boyd was the acting commander. He
taught me all he knew about Anti-Tank guns and their deployment and I still
know nothing about them. Seriously, he showed no resentment when I was prom-
oted over his head and I was glad when a vacancy occured for me in a Rifle
Company and Ed was promoted to his proper rank. He served with me in various
capacities, never without distinction. It was great to see and hear him at
Saxe Point Park.

     Charlie Swan made his annual appearance at the Picnic. He and I went to
England together in 1939 to take small arms instructors' courses and, until
he deserted us for the Algonquins, we had parallel experiences. My hope is
that we continue to meet in the future.

     George Moroz, our hotelier from Saskatchewan, came a long way to see us
again. It is good to know that the Regiment and his comrades mean that much
to him that he spends considerable time and money to say hello. I hope that
we shall see each other at one of our annual dinners.

     This 'last' Picnic was made memorable by those that attended and it was
so encouraging to the Executive that I am informed they are seeking some
other way that this great spirit of comradeship  may  be  sustained. If  you
have any practical ideas write to our BC President.

     The late Owen Browne, the driving force behind the revival of the BC
Branch of the Association, must have looked up or down with great pleasure
at the gathering which his efforts over the years helped to promote.

     Let us keep the spirit alive!

                                                        Sincerely,

                                                              Jim Stone
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                            POST    MORTEM?

      This year we may have held our last and perhaps smallest BC Association
 picnic at Saxe Point Park, but in many respects it was probably the most
 memorable. What we lacked in numbers was made up for in enthusiasm and good-
 will.

      To  recapture  some  of this and to reta-in it for posterity through the
 medium of our "FORTYNINER", contributors have been generous with both their
 time and their imagination to send me some appropriate anecdotes which I now
 send along to be included in this issue.

      The articles which richly illustrate that as  old  sweats  grow  older,
 their sense of humour gets ever better.                  ^ ^^

                                THE WORK PARTY
      At this last Loyal Eddies Picnic at Saxe Point Park, when nearly every-

 one had gone home and I was left with a work party to dismantle the decora-
 tions, etc., an old friend reminded me of another fatigue duty.

      It  was  during the early part of 1940 when we were in Morval Barracks,
 at Farnborough(Cove), Hants. I was a private assigned to fatigue duty wash-
 ing pots and pans in the joint Edmonton Regiment/PPCLI Sergeants' Mess and
 there I was greeted by LCpl George Wilkinson from the Pats. He was in charge
 of the work party. George and I have met on several occasions after that and
 we also served in the Regular Army following WW II.

      Years later, on retirement from the Army in 1969, I was "recruited" by
 Owen Browne for the Victoria part of the Association and - you guessed it -
 I was again on fatigue duty at our annual picnics at Saxe Point, hoisting
 flags, draping bunting, etc. My "boss" on these occasions was Jack Childs.
 This arrangement carried on for many years until finally, in 1991, and un-
 fortunately, Jack asked to resign his place on the Executive. Voila, I got
 the "foreman's job" at last.

      This year, August 4th, somewhat heady with my new power, I supervised
 the usual preparations for the picnic. However, when the time came to take
 down the decorations and dispose of the flags, etc., I once again found my-
 self under the control of that same PPCLI LCpl, now Lieut Colonel George
 Wilkinson (ret).

      George and Isobel Wilkinson were my guests for what was perhaps the
 last Loyal Eddies picnic in Victoria. George felt he should "lend a hand",
 and reminded me of the first time we met in the Sergeants' Mess.

      So there I was, back to square one, outshuffled, outranked and now out
 of a job.

                                                        Arthur Bird

                          IF YOU WANT TO BE PRESIDENT
      Having had a call on Saturday evening from our esteemed President, Bill

 Remple, I presented myself at Saxe Point Park at 0900 hours Sunday to be
 shown the location of the electric power hook-up for the public address sys-
 tem which I was to be responsible for. When I arrived at the grounds the
 first thing Bill said was, "Could I spare a 'few' minutes  and  give  him  a
 hand putting up some flags around the area. The next thing I knew I was car-
 rying a five foot step ladder over to a couple of large fir trees where Bill
 had plans on hanging a flag. Both of the trees had been "limbed" to a height
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 of  20  feet. However, this obviously didn't daunt our President who ordered
 me to climb the ladder and tie a rope on the first limb.

      I took a sight on the ladder. Bill's height and my own, and said we
 couldn't do it unless I were  to  stand  on  his  shoulders. Bill  obviously
 disagreed because he jammed the ladder into the bush at the bottom of the   '
 tree and was up it like a shot. Before I knew it, he was standing on the top
 of the ladder. The ladder was teetering a bit because of the uneven ground
 and I could visualize Bill coming crashing down.

      "Here's your chance" said Bill, "If you want to be President, just let
 go of the ladder!" With that threat in mind, I hung on to the ladder with
 all my strength, one foot on the third rung, one foot on the ground, while
 Bill  coolly  tied  the  flag  cord around the tree. Little thanks I got for
 saving his life. Without warning he suddenly decided to come down - stepping
 on my hand and kicking me in the groin on his way down.

      I guess Bill gave some thought to the possibility of my being Pres.,
 from then on I found that I was the guy on the ladder.

                                                       Doug Rogers

                              ANOTHER WANDERING BOY
                              or  What's In A Name

      Our bugler this year was Cpl David Michaux, 5th Field Battery, RCA, and
 he did the job beautifully. In the course of our discussions with David at
 the Picnic we learned that he has a grand-uncle who served with us in Italy.
 When we tracked this gentleman down after  the  Picnic  we  found  that  the
 relative  referred  to  was  none  other than a Lieut Gaston Michaux. He had
 joined our Regiment after Ortona and served as a Platoon  Commander  in  "C"
 Company  until  the  Savio River Crossing, at which time a German filled him
 full of Schmausser lead, thereby dissuading Lt Michaux from further partici-
 pation in the war. "Mich", as he is commonly known, is now on our rolls and
 we have every expectation that he will rejoin our happy band so that we may
 once again enjoy his company.

                                                          Bill Remple

                               SWORD    PLAY
      Like all good soldiers, the Table Brigade was on the alert, although

 they were at the time off duty - Sam and Chuck, "sons" of Owen Browne, incog-
 nito as his daughters Susan and Dianne. In charge of distributing bar/dinner
 tickets they witnessed an incredible tour de force by Pres. Bin Remple.

      No sooner had his charming wife, Phyll, cut the  Regimental  cake  with
 the traditional sword than Bill hurried into the nearby bushes to clean the
 icing off the trusty blade on available tree leaves. However, also on guard
 was the chef of the day. Brandishing a white cloth with which he was to lend
 a hand cleaning the weapon the chef chased after Bill into the bushes.

       Imagine  the  shock, and  much laughter by the Table Brigade, when they^
 saw the chef making a hasty retreat from the bushes. Bill did not see him   \
 coming and the unsheathed sword came out of the bushes tip first, a "threat";
 to the oncoming chef. Bill was coming close behind. After much arm waving by|
 the chef, the white truce flag was seen and used to clean the sword. Bill   |
 sheathed the sword, the chef returned to his table with the "iced" cloth,   j

                                                          Dianne Browne         )
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                                 HELPING HANDS
      Since time began (or almost). Jack Childs has always organized and su-

 pervised the decorating or our picnic grounds. Sad to say, this year illness
 forced  Jack  on  to  the temporary disabled list and it fell to Art Bird to
 take on the job. Now Art, along with many others, had often  helped  out  at
 the grounds before but always under Jack's guidance. When I arrived at the
 Park  on  Sunday  morning. Art  was  understandably somewhat perplexed as to
 where everything was to go. With none of the old hands around and  only  two
 of us at the time to do the job, I confess to a considerable degree of con-
 cern about our decorating. Then, just in the nick of time, like the cavalry
 of old, there appeared Paul and Goldie Charles from Summerland, BC. What a
 welcome sight and especially so when they eagerly pitched in to help us out,
 thereby doubling our work force strength. Minutes later, Doug Rogers arrived
 with an abundance of skill, energy, daring, and very quickly task completed.
 I might say we heard nothing but nice things about our "art" work!

      I'm sure there is a moral to this little tale but it escapes me. Could
 it be one should never doubt the "loyalty" of the "Loyal Edmontons"?

                                                    Bill Remple

                               GOLDIE'S  SALARY
      When  I  arrived  at  the  Park  on Sunday morning to help decorate the

 grounds, I realized why Bill Remple had conned me into coming early. The
 only people there were Bill and Art Bird and two "volunteers" from Sum-
 merland, BC, Paul and Goldie Charles. They had come early to see where the
 picnic was being held and they had then been coerced into being helpers.

      Art & Paul had been using the ladder to put up regimental decorations
 and had left it over near the woods. As soon as I had arrived. Bill called
 for the ladder to put up the flags. Goldie went off to find it and I went
 along with her to carry it back. As we looked for the ladder, I asked Gold-
 ie how much she got paid for this sort of thing and her answer was that the
 pay was "great", and besides she got an annual increase of 10%. However, she
 had mislaid the nails that we use to put up some decorations  and  was  thus
 concerned she might lose her 1991 increase.

      After finding the ladder and showing her where she had left the nails
  she was greatly relieved. As we walked back I asked Goldie how much her sal-
  ary actually was. She looked at me with a grin and admitted it was zero! As
  I went off to help with the flags, I chuckled over Goldie's "salary" and her
  "annual increase".

                                                     Doug Rogers
                                 BARNEY'S  TABLE

       One of the most popular spots at our annual picnics has been "Barney's
  Table". Each year that he has attended he has brought for our viewing pleas-
  ure a fine display of photographs beautifully preserved in plastic cover-
  ings. They show our boys in places like Oxted, Brighton, Sicily, Italy, Hol-
  land, etc. and more recent photos taken at gatherings we have held at Ban-
  quets and Picnics in Edmonton, Grande Prairie and Victoria, and plus a fine
  selection of photos of the Parade of Memories, 1989, and the 75th Annivers-
  ary, Edmonton, 1990. This "rogues gallery" has brought great pleasure to all
  of us, bringing back such a flood of memories, some sad, some rather blurr-
  ed, but mostly happy ones. It has been much appreciated by us all.

                                                              Phyll Remple
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                                Wm G. 'Bill' Shaw

      It was my good fortune to have been selected as the representative from
 our Regiment to travel on a Department of Veterans Affairs sponsored trip
 back to the scenes of our battles in Sicily and Italy and to take part in
 wreath laying ceremonies at the many cemeteries where ou? Canadian Comrades
 1 ie at rest.

      Having  received all the proper documentation, etc. I left Edmonton for
 Toronto on Tuesday, September 17, 1991. When I arrived there I was at once
 met by two members from DVA and escorted to my hotel. Then on the  following
 day all the gathered veterans from many different Canadian units met with
 Hon  Gerald  Merrithew, Minister  of Veterans Affairs, and his very gracious
 wife.

      There were a total of 69 people leaving on the trip  and  of  these  62
 were veterans, from private to on up in rank. We flew out of Toronto and af-
 ter some 7i hours of flying we stopped at Milano where the plane was refuel-
 led and then we flew on to Rome arriving there at approximately 10 AM on the
 Wednesday, September  18. We then went to our Rome hotel were we were met by
 the DVA 'advance party' and they proceeded to give us a briefing on the days
 ahead, as well as to what things we were to be aware of. Things like "watch
 out for pickpockets, and don't travel anywhere on your own", etc. Things a-
 long these lines haven't apparently changed that much.

      On the following day, Thursday, beginning at 9 AM we laid a wreath at
 the Victor Emmanuel Monument. Then ordinarily the Pope holds his private au-
 dience on Wednesdays and this being Thursday we thought  we  would  not  see
 him. However, it was arranged for us to travel to his summer home, Castel
 Gandolfo, where  he  spoke  to  us,"thanked  us for the part we had taken in
 freeing the world of enemies and helping to bring  peace". Each  of  us  was
 able to shake his hand, a very enjoyable audience indeed.

      From there we proceeded to the Rome War Cemetery where 22 Canadians lie
 buried and then from there to the "Pyramid" where a plaque honoring the Spe- |
 cial Services Force is in place. This is the joint Canada-USA Battalion.     |

      In the evening we attended a reception hosted by the Canadian Ambassad- |
 or to Italy, a well-attended and very fine evening.                          |

      Next day, Friday, we left at 8 in the morning for the Cassino War Cem-
 etery  where  some  855  Canadians lie at rest. On a tour such as this every
 move has been planned and thus there was not enough time for me to  be  able I
 to search out all the graves of the comrades from our Regiment. We had our   |
 lunch in the vicinity and then after that moved on to spend some time at the
 now completely rebuilt Monte Cassino Abbey. It's possible to see much of the
 countryside  from  this  position  on  top  of the mountain. One of the most
 impressive sights was where you can look down into  the  valley  and  see  a
 very  lovely  looking  Polish War Cemetery. It is laid out in the shape of a |
 cross. By the time we got back to our hotel in Rome that night we were all   I
 ready for bed.                                                              ;|

      On Saturday, September 21, we departed from Rome airport at 6:30 in the ^
 morning for our visit to Sicily. We landed at the Catania airport at noon.   ||

      We held a major ceremony at the Agira Canadian War Cemetery were close  |
 to 500 Canadians lie buried. Then it was on to the Agira Monument to the War |
 Dead were we held another wreath laying ceremony. That evening in  Agira  we jj
 attended  a  fine  reception  hosted  by the Minister. A number of the local ij
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 townspeople took part in the reception.
      Sunday  morning  there was a 'church parade' at 6:20 and following that

 at about 8:30 AM we moved on to Ispica where we were involved in the cere-
 mony unveiling a monument to the 1st Canadian Infantry Division. After  that
 we  attended  a  buffet  luncheon  held  at the U.S. Naval Air facilities at
 Marina-Marza, Ispica.

      Monday morning, September 23, we were to fly from the Catania airport
 back to Rome but the runway developed a very large hole on it, for some rea-
 son, and it was not possible to make a take-off. We were stuck with  a  very
 long bus trip to Palermo for our flight back to Rome. When we got to Rome we
 left  immediately  for  our visit to Ortona but due to all the delays we had
 encountered we didn't arrive in Ortona until 11:00 that night  and  we  were
 all very tired. The big disappointment to all of us, and especially to me,
 we arrived too late to attend the function sponsored by the Minister and the
 townspeople. What's more we were not able to find time to do any "looking
 around" there. One of the other travellers and myself were able to talk one
 of our drivers into making a quick trip to San Vito. There was nothing there
 that I recognized.

      Early on Tuesday we left for the Moro River War Cemetery where we held
 another major wreath laying ceremony. There are 1375 of our fallen comrades
 in  the cemetery but again everything was timed so carefully that I had very
 little time to look for any graves for soldiers from our Regiment.

      After a short lunch we went to the Ancona Cemetery where there are 161
 Canadian graves. Following a short ceremony there we left for Ravenna.

      Wednesday morning, 9:00 AM, we departed for Corriano Ridge, 427 Canad-
 ian graves. After lunch on to Montecchio Cemetery, 289 graves. Then to Grad-
 ara for a short ceremony at the cemetery there, 369 Canadian graves. To Rim-
 ini for a wreath laying ceremony and a small reception when we  returned  to
 our Ravenna hotel.

      On  Thursday, September  26, we paid a visit to the Cesena War Cemetery
 where 307 Canadian soldiers rest. We held a major ceremony  at  the  Ravenna
 War Cemetery for our 438 Canadians buried there. At this ceremony all those
 present laid wreaths. At Villanova we had a short ceremony for some 206 com-
 rades  and  we  then  returned to Ravena. Here we held another wreath laying
 ceremony honoring the Italian war dead. Following this ceremony we  attended
 a reception sponsored by the city of Ravenna at their City Hall.  Incident-
 ally, the City Hall there, and still in use, was built sometime around 1300.

      Next day, Friday, we paid a brief visit to Florence where we did a bit
 of looking around and then we went back to Rome for our farewell dinner.

      On  Saturday, September  28, we  left  the  Rome airport at 9:00 AM and
 after a flight of some fourteen hours I arrived back in Edmonton.

      To summarize my trip, it was very noticeable to  all  of  us  how  well
 looked after all the cemeteries are, both in Italy and in Sicily. You can
 tell when visiting them how highly the citizens regard these areas.

      Now  that  I  have made this trip, I'm pleased that I was able to go on
 it. However, I would not want to do it again. Judging by  the  condition  of
 some of my fellow veterans in the party, it was just too much for some of
 them. You are on such 3 tight schedule that by the end of each day you are
 beat, physically and mentally.

       I do wish to thank our Association for having made this opportunity av-
 ailable to me. I certainly would not have been able to do it on my own.
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      THE PATCH WAS RED; EMBLEM OF THE IST CANADIAN DIVISION. THE SOLDIER)

 WALKING WITH THAT AWFUL, THAT DELIBERATE, THAT UNFORGETTABLE STRIDE OF THE

 INFANTRYMAN, WENT  ON  THROUGH  THE DUST OF THE ROAD, THE ARM HARDLY MOVING,

 THE PATCH RED AND BRIGHT AGAINST THE MELANCHOLY OF HIS CLOTHES AND THE SEAT-

 ED BRONZE OF HIS FACE.
      HE THRUST ACROSS SICILY IN 28 DAYS, STILL LUSTY FOR BATTLE, BLOODED, SO

 PROUD AT THE END THAT THE ENEMY HAD  CALLED  HIM  THE  RED  PATCH  DEVIL. HE

 STRUCK INTO ITALY AND WALKED AND SHOT AND WALKED AND FOUGHT AND WALKED AND

 BUDGED HIMSELF NORTH.
      THE MEN FELL AT HIS SIDE. THE GRAVES BEGAN TO MULTIPLY. HE WENT ACROSS

 THE MORO AND INTO ORTONA AND FOUGHT THE PARATROOPERS FOR EIGHT DAYS AND THE
 DIVISION WON ITS FIRST V C  AT CASA BARARDI AND HE CAME OUT OF IT KNOWING

 THAT NOW HE WAS A SOLDIER, AS GOOD AS HIS FATHER, AS GOOD AS ANY OTHER.
      IN  THE  SUNLIGHT  NEAR  THE SEA ONE DAY THEY LAID THE DEAD OF THE MORO

 VALLEY TO REST IN THE SOIL OF ITALY AND LEFT THEM THERE IN THE  SPRING  WHEN

 THE LONG WINTER HAD GONE AND THE MARCH BEGAN AGAIN.
      THE WOUNDED CAME BACK AND THE REINFORCEMENTS CAME UP AND THE DIVISION

 PULLED  DOWN  ITS PATCHES AND THE SOLDIER LOOKED UP ONE DAY AND SAW THE BULK
 OF CASSINO BEFORE HIM AND KNEW ITALY'S GREATEST BATTLE WAS AT HAND.

      HE HEARD THE HOSTS OF GUNS THAT MAY MORNING IN THE FOG AND THEN HE WENT

 FORWARD INTO THE WHEAT AND INTO THE HELL AND HE BROKE THE HITLER LINE THERE

 IN THE LIRI VALLEY. HERE WAS A NOBLE FEAT OF ARMS, ONE TO RANK WITH YPRES

 AND THE VIMYS OF THE PAST AND THE CAENS AND HOCHWALDS TO COME.

      BUT THE DEAD LAY THICK ON THE GROUND. THE FACES CHANGED AGAIN. THOUS-

 ANDS OF MEN HAD WORN THE PATCH AND GONE THEIR WAY AND OTHERS HAD TAKEN THEIR
 PLACE. THE FRAMEWORK - THE PATCH - WENT ON.

      CHRIS YOKES, TOUGH, AND DRIVING, STAYED AT THE HELM, PROUD OF THE PATCH

 AND ALL WHO WORE IT. HE CHANCED ONE NIGHT INTO AN ARGUMENT WITH THE GENERALS

 OF THE ARMY, THE FABLED 8TH, AND STOPPED THEM ALL AND TOPPED THEIR BOASTS

 WITH HIS EULOGY OF HIS DIVISION.
      "WHEN I SAY 'GO'," SAID HE, "I JUST GRAB HOLD OF SOMETHING AND HOLD ON"

      ANOTHER AUTUMN CAME AND THE SOLDIER THOUGHT OF THE OTHER WINTER AND,

 THINKING OF IT, BROKE THE GOTHIC LINE AND BROKE HIS HEART IN THE FEW MILES   ;

 THAT HELD HIM FROM RIMINI AND THE PLAINS OF LOMBARDY.                        ;

      THE GERMANS FOUGHT WITH CLASSIC SKILL AND HELD HIM BACK UNTIL THE RAINS |

 HAD COME AND THEN FELL BACK INTO THE MUCK OF THE PLAINS AND HELD HIM THERE,  |
 CURSING. THE WINTER CAME. THE WAR WENT ON. THE PATCHES FELL AS THE SOLDIERS |
 FELL BUT ALWAYS THERE WERE MORE.                                            |

      THE SOLDIER WAS TIRED OF THE WAR NOW. HIS LUST WAS GONE BUT HIS COURAGE |
 WAS GREAT AND HE WAS HAPPY WHEN SMOKEY SMITH WON THE V C ON THE SAVIO.SMOKEY |

 WHO HAD COME THROUGH IT ALL, STRAIGHT FROM 1939; STRAIGHT FROM SICILY. THERE |

 WERE FEW OF THEM LEFT NOW, FEW IN THE FIGHTING COMPANIES FROM 1939 OR FROM

 SICILY.
      THE SOLDIER CROSSED THE RUBICON, THE LAMONE^ THE SENIO, THE FARMLANDS,  |

 THE DYKES, THE ENDLESS MILES, UNTIL AT LAST THEY PULLED HIM OUT AND SENT THE |

 RED PATCH TO THE WESTERN FRONT WHERE THE OTHER SOLDIERS CALLED HIM A "D-DAY
 DODGER," - HE WHO HAD FOUGHT TWICE AS LONG AS THEY HAD.                     |
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     AND WHEN SIX CHRISTMASSES HAD PASSED SINCE THE PATCH LEFT CANADA, THE

WAR ENDED AND, ALMOST UNBELIEVING, THE SOLDIER LOOKED BACK ALONG THE CORRI-

DOR OF THE YEARS AND THOUGHT OF THOSE WHO HAD STOPPED BESIDE HIM AND THOSE

WHO HAD FALLEN THERE.
     AND, WHEN THE SEVENTH CHRISTMAS DREW NEAR, HE CAME HOME AND MARCHED

THROUGH THE STREETS THAT ONCE WERE THOUSANDS OF MILES AND SOMETIMES MILLIONS

OF MILES AWAY. HE LOOKED AT THE FACES IN THE RANKS AROUND HIM, SHUFFLED,

CROSS-POSTED, TRANSFERRED, AND THOUGHT HOW FEW THERE WERE HE KNEW AND HOW

MANY HAD WORN THE PATCH AND GONE THEIR MANY WAYS.

                           NOMINAL    ROLL

           "D" COMPANY  -  AUGUST 30, 1945  -  THIS NOMINAL ROLL WAS

             IN READINESS FOR AN EARLY RETURN HOME TO CANADA.

MAJOR F.K.REESOR

L  1472 CSM W.J.IMBEAU
H 16698 SGT D.DAVIDSON
M 44969 SGT W.PATERSON
L 34018 SGT J.S.SCOTT
P  7576 SGT J.TRUEMAN

CAPT J.J.MACKIE
LIEUT L.H.HILL

M107288 CPL R.P.HARASYM
M507771 CPL T.HERMAN
M107550 L/C L.MCINNIS
M106870 CPL A.T.HOBSON
M104319 L/C W.ROBERTS

LIEUT W.MACALLISTER

M101988 L/C A.BOETTERGER
M105172 L/C D.DODD

        L/C BOYCE
F 56704 L/C S.SEMPLE
M104830 L/C A.RABCHAK

IT IS INTERESTING TO NOTE THAT MOST OF THE ABOVE NCOS AND ORs HAVE

THE PREFIX "M" IN THEIR NUMBER WHICH MEANS THEY ENLISTED IN ALBERTA.

ONLY ONE OF THE OR'S, M.A.GOULD, CONSORT, AB, IS A MEMBER OF OUR

ASSOCIATION. W.HRDLICKA IS LISTED IN OUR LAST POST THIS MAGAZINE.
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@@@@@@@                THE LAST PATROL IN ORTONA             @@@@@@@@^

                                      by
                                Aton M.Johnson

      Dawn  in Ortona, Italy, December 28, 1943. I was then the Scout Officer
 of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment and, as I had done every day since we entered
 Ortona eleven days earlier, I set out from Battalion  Headquarters  to  make
 the rounds of the rifle companies, primarily to be aware of their exact loc-
 ations  but also to learn anything that might be of value to the Battalion
 Commander (then LCot Jefferson). I cannot recall who was with me that morn-
 ing, but certainly there were one or two of our Battalion Scouts.

      The forward localities of a11 the companies were very forward indeed -
 in most cases only a wall or at most an alley away from the German paratroop
 defenders  Offensive  progress  had been slow for the previous several days,
 so the positions were largely familiar to me. As I came through a battered
 building near a well-known and very dangerous doorway, I heard something un-
 usual - the sound of excited voices somewhere in the distance. The signifi-
 cance of this babble seemed to escape the tired company rifleman guarding
 the doorway, but to me it suggested a sudden and radical change in the sit-
 uation. Important enough to risk being shot at  by  showing  myself  in  the
 doorway. Nothing happened, so I stepped into the street, once again drawing
 no enemy fire. Immediately the scouts and I moved forward through rubble and
 battered buildings, taking what cover we could as we searched for the source
 of the ever-louder sound of chatter. Within a short distance, probably less
 than fifty meters, we saw and were seen by a civilian who recognized us as
 non-German soldiers, and made that peculiar Italian gesture which we would
 normally interpret as "go back" or "take cover", but which means really for
 us to "come on". Suspecting a trap, we took cover, and momentarily prepared
 to return fire if necessary. But the arrival of more excited civilians con-
 vinced me that we had little to fear, and shortly we were in the middle of
 an increasing crowd of Italian civilians, as more and more people emerged
 from the cellars where they had sheltered during the days of battle in the

 streets of Ortona.
       I well remember one man who spoke some English. He was very helpful to

  us, pointing out the location of the former German headquarters, and he then
  cautioned me that the enemy may have mined it. Then he spoiled the good im-
  ression  by saying, "I can't understand what took you so long. There weren t
  many Germans here." I was tempted to return the insult, but held my tongue
  with the thought that I might need this man more than he needed me. Indeed,
  he continued to be helpful introducing me to a young man who volunteered to
  guide me to the "castello". the old castle of Ortona which stood prominently
  on the north-easternmost headland and atop a cliff overlooking the Adriatic
  Sea  The young man (whom I would meet again by chance twenty five years lat-
  er when visiting Ortona) was full value, leading us rapidly by the most dir-
  ect route to the castle. When we got there we found it unoccupied. We were
  not fired on at any point, so it was more than obvious that  the  enemy  had
  not only vacated Ortona but had withdrawn from some distance without leaving
  as much as a rearguard. At this point I decided to return to BnHQ to report.

       The  last  patrol in Ortona was over less than three hours after it had
  begun. I checked in through  "D" Company and made haste to BnHQ.

       It was the end of weeks of battle, beginning with the takeover by the
  1st Canadian Division from the British 78th Division on the south bank of
  the Moro River, December 3, 1943. During the battle I roamed the battle-
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fields keeping contact not only with our own companies but also with other
battalions, giving me what may be a unique perspective, a worm's eye view as
it were of the strategy, the successes and the failures of the operation.

     Military historians are generally critical of the generalship which re-'
suited in the 1st Cdn Div being strung out in some disorder along the Moro
Ridge (which we called Vino Ridge) virtually without operational reserve and
later for the bullheaded and costly attacks through the streets of Ortona. I
share that critical viewpoint, yet in retrospect I think that our General(s)
simply reflected the prevailing attitude of a11 of us; after chasing a re-
treating enemy for five months we were sure we knew how the Germans fought.
They liked to hold a feature, such as a river line, where they always put up
a stiff battle, and then withdrew. We were a cocky, confident bunch and we
were ripe for a lesson from the Tedeschi. Certainty they defended the Moro
as  we  expected, but  when  we forced crossings they did not retreat to the
next river, they simply moved up the slopes to Vino Ridge and settled into
well prepared defences. These defences they held with great determination
and skill. Never-the-less, our General seemed convinced that one good bat-
talion attack would send the enemy packing as usual, so he launched one at-
tack after another in various parts of the front, all to little or no avail.

     At a vastly lower level, as an inexperienced subaltern  in  command  of
about twenty scouts, I was equally unprepared. I crossed the Moro with the
expectation  that  soon  I would be sending out two and three man patrols to
locate the retreating enemy, but within a couple of  days  it  was  a11  too
clear where the enemy was, that he was not retreating, and that our usual
rote no longer existed. How could we justify our existence in this new circ-
umstance? We were called "Scouts and Snipers" but we had done precious tittle
training  as snipers. In fact our one marksmanship practice at Baranetto had
disclosed the fact that half the platoon were no more than average marksmen.
I had not regarded that as important at  the  time  because  we  were, as  I
thought, primarily  scouts. Some  time  spent  in sniper training would have
prepared us better for the Moro and Ortona battles. But unfortunately I had
suffered that same tunnel vision as that of our higher command. In any event
the best of the scouts, always aggressive, soon adapted and sought out snip-
ing positions. The rest sometimes needed encouragement to participate in the
battle.

     Vino Ridge was my first experience with a well-prepared German defensive
line, and the practice of the Germans in such a situation to fire bursts of
machine gun fire atl through the night. I now  regard  this  practice  as  a
rather stupid and wasteful practice which neither impressed us nor hurt us
very  much  once  we  were used to it. At the time it seemed bad for morale,
that the nights were loud with enemy fire, and there was no reply from us.
Certainty more fire would not come from the platoon Bren guns with their re-
latively small supply of man-lugged ammunition. I needed somebody with  lots
of ammo.I discovered that we had under our command a section of Saskatoon
Light Infantry with Vickers machineguns. They had not fired a shot, and when
I  asked  their  commander, a Sergeant named Black Jack (I cannot recall his
real surname) if he would fire at night if I gave him targets - he jumped at
the chance. We located gun positions and that night the Vickers guns attach-
ed to us hammered out a message to Jerry. Other units followed suit on suc-
ceeding nights but we were the first  to  get  this  excellent  weapon  into
action on Vino Ridge. In a pursuit-minded division, apparently nobody else
had thought of it.
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     One of the interesting (and slightly loony) stories of Vino Ridge was
"Operation Thruster". A very few days (perhaps only a couple) after we and
the most of the rest of the division were stopped cold, somebody at a higher
headquarters level dreamed up the idea that a couple of companies of The
Loyal Edmonton Regiment under the battle command of the second-in-command of
the battalion could fight their way across "the gully" to CIDER(Codeword)
Crossroads, a hundred meters or so into the heart of the present enemy pos-
itions. I  was  present  at  BnHQ  when Major Ted Day was called up from "F"
Echelon and given his orders. I am sure he knew, certainty I  was  aware, as
were the unfortunate Company Commanders selected for this honor, that this
would be a Canadian "Charge Of The Light Brigade". Mercifully this mad plan
was cancelled. A decision vindicated by a week of hard fighting and a Vic-
toria Cross for Major Paul Triquet of the "Van Doos", before they and other
units outflanked the difficult gutty on the easier ground to the left and
finally secured CIDER Crossroads.

     The  stage was set for our advance into Ortona on December 17, 1943. It
was an operation brilliantly executed by two  companies  of  the  L  Edmn  R
against  new  "opponents, the  German  First  Parachute  division fresh from
Crete. The main road into Ortona was the axis of the attack. "D" Company on
the left, "B" Company (if I remember correctly) on the right. A creeping
barrage (the only one in my experience) was provided by the Canadian First
Division Artillery firing from a flank position to support the left com-
pany, and the companies behaved splendidly following the lifts of the bar-
rage very closely. They "overran" the opposition for what I remember as over
a kilometer. The right company suffered some casualties from "friendly fire"
but nevertheless followed the barrage closely, clearing out a German Head-
quarters in the process. The Germans left food on the tables, weapons in the
corners, and a Luger pistol under the mattress in what turned out to be my
bed for that night.

     The next morning the long, bloody and frustrating battle for Ortona be-
gan. Although there were many examples of dash, daring and success, casual-
ties in our Regiment were heavy right from the start and our successes were
balanced with sickening setbacks, such as the toss of an entire platoon of
"C" Company in a mined building and which you have previously read about. It
was a tough war on junior leaders. Of aft the rifle platoon officers who
crossed the Moro with their platoons, I cannot recall a single one who was
stilt on duty with us at the end of the battle. Sergeants and Corporals paid
a simitar heavy price as did the rank and fife. I counted noses in '^"com-
pany (my previous company) and found only a dozen men who had crossed the
Moro with the Company.

     At the time I did not in my own mind question the heavy casualty list.
We all knew the war was going to be long and bloody and we had  to  pay  our
dues. But looking back, I question not only the generalship but the strat-
egic  usefulness  of  the  1943 winter offensive, which had tittle chance of
success at Ortona, Cassino or Anzio. Its purpose was probably political, to
convince our Soviet allies that we were indeed witting to fight. Militarily
it was a hopeless waste of time, men, materiel.

     And what did we team from it? Probably the most important thing was
that in street fighting, the defender has the advantage. Any kind of out-
flanking operation is preferable to the murderous game of street fighting.
We probably teamed to be more resourceful and to  be  better  prepared  for
surprises. We certainty teamed respect for German paratroopers, the tough-
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 est opposition we had faced, or would face, in the entire war. Personalty, I
 teamed  about a new  weapon  - a meter long piece of pipe marked "ACHTUNG -
 Feuerstraht" on one end, and an anti-tank bomb on the other end. It was cat-
 ted a Faustpatrone, and it was the first one I had seen. Does anyone remem- j
 ber seeing one of these before Ortona? They, and  a  larger  version  catted
 "Panzerfaust" were commonplace in 1944. I suspect that the rather primitive
 one  that  I  picked up in Ortona was one of the first to be captured by our
 division.

      With such an appalling casualty list, it seems a marvel that we were
 able to reconstitute a battalion at alt, let atone a splendid fighting unit
which would distinguish itself repeatedly in battles to come. Probably the
most significant factor was the survival of att our Company Commanders, some
of them nicked in the battle but none evacuated. The surviving NCOs made a
great contribution as did the small hard core of battle-tested infantrymen.
And through the following months we had a steady stream of wounded returning
for, surprisingly, many of our men sustained relatively light wounds from
which they recovered rapidly.

      And, after a dreary winter in the mud on the Arietti  River  banks, and
the  short  but  intense  battles  of the Hitter Line and Frosinone, we were
withdrawn to Piedimonte near Caserta, where a period of rest, recreation and
some hard training brought the battalion back to a high-spirited and battle-
ready fighting machine.

                                    Last Post
 We have received information, with no confirmation but on good authority,

that Vie Eastly, who went overseas with our Regiment as a member of the Reg-
imental Band in 1939, passed away white a resident in England.

Morris Feldman - father of Cecil(Joe) Fetdman, passed away in April of this
year  in  his  95th  year. Many of those who got their clothing allowance on
discharge from the Army in 1945 spent the majority of the allowance at the
"Fetdman Haberdashery" on 101st Street.

Millicent M. Reesor - mother of Fred Reesor, Ottawa, passed  away  in  March
of this year in her 98th year. Mrs. Reesor was a resident of Lacombe, AB,
mother-in-taw to Dean English whose brothers Tiny & Garnet were wett known
members of our Regiment.
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       The Russian village of Barentsburg, lying in the shadow of a high peak on the steep shore of Green Harbour
       The white building in the middle of the town is the Communal Centre which housed the community s dining hall

                    and laundry as well as the public offices. To the right are the great coal piles.
Major W. G. Bury with the detachment of the Edmonton Regiment which went ashore with Brigadier Potts at Barentsburg.



@@@@@@@                 THE 49th AS HIGHLANDERS               @@@@@@@@

                                       by
                                                                                 '

                                 lan G. Edwards

      What's that I hear you saying? We've never been a Highland Regiment! I
 hear a First World War veteran saying perhaps I'm thinking of the 42nd Bat-
 talion from Montreal. The Forty Jocks were in our 7th Brigade, 3rd Division,
 but several trenches over. And from the Second World War: I must mean the
 Seaforths. Again, same Brigade as us, but bivouaced down the road and just
 past the Patricias.

      No, I'm not saying The Loyal Edmonton Regiment was ever a Highland Reg-
 iment. But when the 49th Battalion was first recruited in January, 1915, not
 only did we have a fine brass band but we had a pipe band as well. The orig-
 nat  pipe  band  consisted  of nine pipers and seven drummers according to a
 picture published in the January, 1934, edition of our Fortyniner magazine.
 Band instruments were presented to the 49th by the St. Andrews Society when
 the new battalion was stilt quartered at the Edmonton Exhibition grounds.

      Not only did we have a Highland band, but "B" Company of the 49th Bat-
 talion was originally a "Scotch" Company, raised by a Captain Hardisty, and
 composed of members of the Caledonian Society. A newspaper clipping of Jan-
 uary 8th, 1915, quotes Bitty Griesbach as saying, "When the Battalion  ret-
 urns from the war the Scottish Company wilt be the nucleus with war honours
 of the Highland Regiment in Edmonton." As we know, this was not to be.

      Now, I'll hae ye sassenach ken that the pipes are an "instrument of
 war". So declared by that English Duke of Cumberland who banned the pipes
 after his troubles with Bonnie Prince Charlie in 1745. In a Highland Bat-
 talion each company had a piper whose rousing tunes piped his ctan into bat-
 tle. In the Great War, WW I, pipers played their regiments "over the top" as
 the men rose from the trenches on the advance. The pipers also performed as
 the unit stretcher bearers.

      Pictures of the original 49th Pipe Band show  the  members  wearing  no
 distinct Highland uniforms or accoutrements save what appears to be a ptaid
 tape, or ribbon, flowing from the drones of the bagpipe. Members did wear a
 variation of our original "Lestock" badge: a sitver-metat windmill  badge
 surrounded by a wreath of mapte leaves.

      The 194th Battalion was also a Highland unit, formed in Edmonton. The
 Edmonton Highlanders, as they were known, were recruited in 1916, and had
 brass, bugte and pipe bands. Alt ranks wore the distinctive Highland head-
 dress, and their pipe band wore the kitt. One reference I have states the
 kitt to be "khaki" but in a photo of the unit, en route overseas, it looks
 more tike Hodden Gray, as worn by the London Scottish. But I digress. In any
 event the 194th was broken up for reserves upon arrival overseas and some of
 the 194th ultimately were posted to the 49th. Would any of those sent to the
 49th have been pipers?

      The  PPCLI  also  had  a pipe band in the First World War. You may know
 that the Edmonton Pipe Band enrolled en masse in August, 1914, when the Pat-
 ricias were formed. Some pipers were also members of the City of Edmonton
 Police. The PPCLI Pipe Band likely suffered the same high casualty as did
 the rest of the PPCLI in 1915. In order to keep one of the two bands with
 enough members to function, most of the pipe band of the 49th were trans-
 ferred to the PPCLI in the spring of 1916. None of the eleven that trans-
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ferred  were  kitted, wounded, gassed, promoted, or  decorated. Most  stayed
with the PPCLI until after the Armistice. Did they live charmed fives?

     But further tunes were to be heard from our Regimental Pipe Band.
      In 1920 the Militia was reorganized with the 49th  perpetuated  by  the

Edmonton  Regiment. The  pipe  band  was unofficially reconstituted with "C"
Company, under Captain (later Major.) Henry Laing as Pipe Major and Company
OC Major Louis Scott DCM, both late PPCLI. Our band was re-equipped by LCot
Hamilton Gautt, founder of the PPCLI. Bitty Griesbach had "catted in his
loan". The pipe band was formally recognized by Ottawa as part of the reg-
imental establishment in 1931. Throughout the years between the  World  Wars
we find the pipe band performed its duties at regimental functions and cere-
monies, kitted out in full Highland dress: the kitt, coatee, sporran, spats and
hose, and glengarry or feather bonnet headdress. Unfortunately for me the
only  photo  of  them  I have been able to uncover is a newspaper picture of
1938 that is too indistinct to guess at the tartan.

     The visits of Their Majesties, King George VI and  Queen  Elizabeth  to
Edmonton on June 2, 1939, saw our pipe band on duty at the Legislative
grounds. Three months later our Regiment was mobilized for active war ser
vice. Neither the existing brass band nor the pipe band was included within
the active service battalion. White a brass band was soon formed within the
active service battalion, no further tunes were heard from our pipers during
the  war  within  the younger battalion destined for England and thence o'er
the hilts of Sicily, up the toe of Italy, and into North-West Europe. And no
further tunes were heard from the pipers within the Second Battalion in the
Reserve Army back in Edmonton. Were the 14 pipers and 4 drummers that played
for the Royat Tour in 1939 reaching the age limit for military service?

     That wasn't quite the end of our Regimental association with such fine
music. During the late 1950's our current Militia unit's "A" Company, then
headquartered in Vermilion had their own pipe and drum band. This writer can
recall them playing a wee tune as fellow Edmonton based young soldiers stum-
bled out of the back of a "duce-and-a-hatf", cold and wet, fate one night in
the fait of 1959 as we arrived in Vermilion for a weekend exercise. But even
those pipers, too, faded away.

     Lastly, I must mention our official Regimental march, "Bonnie Dundee".
A Highland tune without a doubt. Call it a rifle regiment tune or a cavalry
march if you dare! And not an easy tune to trip over the tongue of  any  but
an experienced horseman - alt 140 beats to the minute. The tune was suggest-
ed by an original 49er in 1915, John Robbie, formerly of the 1st Volunteer
Battalion, Royal Highlanders (Black Watch). Robbie emigrated from Lochee,
Dundee, Scotland. It has stirred the hearts of Loyal Eddies ever since.

     A braw fine Regiment as itka man should ken.

^iJHOVTOG?!
  Let us know

when you know.



@@@@@@@             "REMEMBERING OUR FORGOTTEN WAR"           @@@@@@@@

      On the night of April 23, 1951, Princess Patricia's Canadian Light
 Infantry took up position in the mountains overlooking the Kapyong River
 in mid-Korea. A massive Chinese force, recalls battalion commander LCot
 J.R."B1g Jim" Stone, was "battering the hell" out of a South Korean unit
 to the north. The Princess Pats, along with Australian and British units,
 were assigned to hold the line.

      A forgotten war in a faraway place, to which Canadians paid very tit-
 tle attention; until South Korea's recent emergence as an economic power.
 Yet 26,791 Canadians, alt of them volunteers, served in that conflict, of
 those, 516 died and more than 1200 were wounded.

      In this new war Canadians fought on land, at sea and in the air. For
 their valour in holding their positions at Kapyong after the Chinese had
 surrounded them, the Princess Pats became the only Canadian Army unit ever
 to receive a U.S. Presidential Citation.

      Colonel Stone, who migrated from England to Peace River country as a
 youthful homesteader in 1927, had a battalion of troops under his command at
 Kapyong. Now in retirement in Victoria, he recalls that a new defensive tine
 had been reconnoitred on Hill 677, and it was up to the Commonwealth force
 to hold the front until total withdrawal could be effected. But the Austral-
 ians were overrun, and their remnants putted back to the British position in
 the rear. The Canadians were now on their own.

      As night felt, "D" Company found itself under assault from enemy troops
 coming in wave upon wave to the shriek of horns and bugles and the whine of
 tracer fire. Captain "Watty" Mitts, a survivor of the Dieppe raid in WW II,
 was "D" Company's commander. He reached Stone by field radio and totd him he
 wanted to try to move. Mitts, now retired in Edmonton, has no difficulty 40
 years later recalling the conversation.

      Colonel Stone: "You stay where you are. Nobody's putting back."
      Captain Mitts: "We can't stop them. We need artillery fire. It's our

 only chance. I want you to fire on our position." The Chinese and Canadians
 were fighting now at close quarters.

      Suddenly it was a three-way conversation as Major "Dinty" Moore, the
 commander of the New Zealand battery that supported the Canadian infantry,
 came on the air. "What's the matter, Watty?" he asked.

      Mitts: "Give us some goddam fire down here or we're not  going to fast
 long."

      Stone: "Are you weft dug in?"
      Mitts: "Yes."
      The New Zeatanders' 25-pounders opened up. The Chinese felt back with

 heavy casualties. Miraculously, no Canadians were kitted in the bombardment,
      But the battalion's supply route remained cut and ammunition was run-

 ning tow. Stone asked for an air-drop; and six hours later, four U.S. C-119s
 dropped food, water and ammunition. The battle tasted 48 hours, the Princess
 Pats holding on until they were relieved by American troops. The relatively
 tight  Canadian  casualties - 10 kitted, 23 wounded - testified to the skill
 with which the defence was maintained.

      Captain Mitts won the Military Cross. How does he feet today about
 "friendly" shells landing on his own position at his request? "That's a dif-
 ficult question to answer," he says, "Alt I know is that we had no intention
 of going up to North Korea as prisoners of war."

       - from Readers Digest, September 1990, by Gerald dark.



WHERE IS MY WANDEKING BOY?

     ,^^^^y    Jim  Anderson  -  Eastbourne, England  - I can't realty
    ,1^^^^^^       come up with too much concerning the Regiment this

  ,(<^^^^^7       time round. It was upsetting to me to team of Rene
 /^^^P^//        Gauchie's death. We met for the first time in October
 ^^^^@'//        of 1939 when we joined the army on the same day. Then
 ^^^^|<^@        he as CQMS and myself as  CSM, both  of  "C"  Company,

       '\\,,3^^^^^sa@   went overseas with the Regiment.
       \s!SS53@'           I recall that when we were in Cove Barracks, Farn-

        ^r7          borough, Hants., our Brigadier got a promotion and he
                      was leaving the Brigade. There was a farewell parade

for him and aft ranks were required to turn out. I made Rene go on the par-
ade  That was the first and only time I remember that he ever appeared on a
parade. He  always said to me, "You S 0 B, you were the only one in the army
to ever get me out on a parade."

     Time marched on and Rene went back to Canada  for  some  reason  and  I
moved into B" Company where Andy Hawretak was the CQMS. Andy left before too
long to work on getting a commission and when we moved from "Witdshaw" to
"Mitt Barn" in Old Oxted we were without a CQMS. Much to my surprise and de-
tight when I returned from Spitsbergen, there, larger than fife, was Rene
wett established as the Quartermaster.

     It was amazing, after a few months with him in charge of the Company
Stores, "B" Company was better dressed and the grub was better. My opinion
was that he was the best CQMS in the whole of the Canadian Army.

     One day white we were in Eastbourne he came to me and said, "Jim, if
you wilt ask the men to do without their sugar ration for a week I will get
the cook to make some apple pies." I said, "Where in hett are you going to
get  the  apples."  He  said, "That's my business." And "B" Company ended up
with having apple pie.

     For many years since the end of the war we have phoned  each  other  on
our "Anniversary Day" in October, the day we joined up. I'll always remember

him.                                                     ,     . .
     As  for  myself. I'm in good health, in my 81st year, able to take care

of my wife, Etta, who unfortunately is in a wheel chair. I manage to do some
 gardening and with the price of beer in the pubs being what it is, I have a-
 nother hobby, making my own wine and beer.

      There is another tittle story that Sandy McLaren might recall. If I re-
 member correctly, it was sometime in 1941 when we were still in "Witdshaw",
 we got notification that we were to assist in the testing of a new mobile
 bath unit which entailed going to the unit, having a bath, then getting a
 complete change of new underwear. Alt that was fine and a change from^our
 normal routine. However, the underwear had come from India and we believe
 not alt that clean since shortly after, everyone got "Dobbie's Itch". Sandy,
 I remember, was one of the worst cases. The insides of his legs were targe

 patches of raw flesh.
      My regards to any of the old "BOO" Company men.

 Joe Chenger - Lethbridge - I wont be attending any  picnics  this  year. I'm
 getting older and slowing down. Also had knee surgery so I'm not too mobile.
 My regards to a11 the "aging Vets."



WanderingBoy
Jack  Childs  - Victoria - We've now moved a few blocks, on the same street,!
to a smaller house. It's less work for the two of us. I missed the annual   I |
banquet and also our summer picnic. Just taking it easy for a short while   j |
after having had a bit of surgery.                                          I J

Joe Sutter - Vets Center, Edmonton - (from the local Legion news) "Joe was   |
born in Viking, went to school in Viking, lived and worked on the family     |

farm there. Joined the Edmonton Regiment in 1940 and was discharged in 1945.
Went to work in the lumber business after the war but  got  injured  on  the
job. Went to hospital in 1957, and now have spent some 25 years living in
the Veterans Centre (Mewburn)."

                                                                                 I

Geoff Harris - Waterloo, Ont - I want a word of congrats sent along to Ivan  |
Feldberg. His story in our 1990 issue of the FORTYNINER is most interesting. |

     He told about Cotte d'Anchise,                                          |
     The Edmonton's assault was led by Stan Melton and myself in "A" Coy.    |

Our part was to assault from the northeast.(A Coy with Gib Btair in command) j
We got into the town just before sunup and secured our position. Then the
Platoon Sgt took a section uptown and through town where they surprised a    |

number of Germans hurrying to catch "the last bus out of town."             @
      I don't recall the Sgts name but he got a DCM.                          |
     After awhile we could see and did watch "D" Company on our left moving |

up the valley - a perfect "Battle Drill" move with Jim Stone in the centre  J

of the Company formation,                                                   j
     Another interesting happening at our 75th Anniversary, which I was able |l

to  attend  for a short period of time, was my meeting with Dave Boyer. Dave |
was with me in the Scout Section of the Edmonton Fusiliers. We were  in  the |j

same reinforcement group going to Wittey Camp in October, 1942, then to the g
Edmonton Regiment in Eastbourne in December, 1942.                          ||

      It's a small world, isn't it?                                          H

Alex Burrows - Ottawa - Sorry I'm late with my dues, it completely slipped  g
my mind. My wife and I have just returned from a trip to the U.K. which in- @|

eluded a visit to the Oxted area and white there dropping in to the British ||
Legion there. Our Regimental display is very nice indeed,                   S|

Art Colbeck - Calgary - sending in my dues a little late this time around.  ||
I've made several trips to the hospital this year so I'm not getting around ||g
alt that well.                                                              @|

William Taylor - Hamilton, Ont - I was very pleased to receive the FORTY-   |@

NINER. It  brought  back  many  memories. Looking back I remember one of
older soldiers. Bud Twaits, helping us "rookies" through the first few days gj
and nights of action. I keep busy as sick committee chairman of our local   yjj
Legion. All the best to everyone.                                           i||

George P. Miller - Grande Prairie, AB - Sending along my dues and a bit ex- ^

tra for the magazine. Thanks for sending it along. I hope to see some of
at the picnic when it's held here this summer.                             ||

Tom Hidson - Winnipeg, MN - I"tt not be able to attend the General Meeting ||
this year but will try for the picnic. (He didn't make it - Ed)            ^
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@@@@@@                       Wandering    Boy

 Frank Eakin - Rexdate, Ont - I wont be attending any of your functions this
  time around. Sending in my dues to you at Edmonton rather than to Victoria,

  it's seven hundred mites closer.

 Wally Davies - Calgary - Thanks for the magazine. Met harry Haddon at Foot-
  hills Hospital one night during the summer. (We've tost track of him-Ed).
  Also got a phone call from Ernie White. My best regards to aft my old bud-

  dies, especially "A" Company.

 W  A  Nowell - Cranbrook, BC - I had hoped to be at the 75th but I was in-
  volved in a car accident and by the time I got the car repaired I wasn't
  able  to  make  it  there. It would have been good to have made it and meet
  some of my old "A" Company members. Best regards and good tuck to alt.

 Owen Moses - Fort McLeod, AB - cheque for my dues enclosed. As you can see
  by my address, I have moved. I've decided to get out of the "fast lane  and
  so have moved south to this warmer and windier climate. The 75th was a bit
  disappointing but I managed. I wasn't able to make it to the fast banquet

  but hope to make it to the next one.

 Daniel Burke - Ottawa - Enjoyed myself immensely at the Anniversary. The
  FORTYNINER covered the celebration extremely well. Alt the best.

 Stan Bath - Wainwright, AB - I'm fate with my dues. Haven't got around much
   lately since my knees are giving me some problems. I  guess  I It  have  to

   suffer along. Alt the best to everyone.

 A1 Storrier - Edmonton - Sorry that I couldn't make it to the fast Banquet

   but I hope to see you aft at the next one.

  Dave Boyer - Calgary - Will not make the reunions this year ('91) due to

   other commitments. Best regards to att of you.

  Jack McKay - Lament, AB - on being fate with his dues:
                           Being late is not t ike me,
                           Enclosed is a cheque 'tit '93,
                           My efforts Sir, are not in vain,
                           This way, I'tt not be fate again.

  And from the BC Association files:

  Otto Peters - 100 Mite House, BC - says he'll start coming again to banquets

   when wives, etc. are allowed to attend.

  Ralph Anderson - Parksvitte, BC - is in the Veterans Pavilion, Victoria, as

   of this past summer.

  Ralph Paulsen - Victoria - is having problems with his eyes. So much so that
   he has given up driving his car and such simitar activities. We have missed
   him at our BC banquet and picnic and hope that we'll see him at one of our

   affairs soon.



@@@@@@                        Wandering    Boy

 Tommy Gibson - Nanaimo, BC - having problems with his eyesight as well. Pas-
  ses along good wishes to everyone.

 Vern McKeage - Victoria - unable to come to the picnics due to recently hav-

  ing suffered a stroke.

 A1 Wachter - Nanaimo - sends his apologies for not being able to attend any
  of our functions due to health problems. We hope that his cheerful outtock

  continues.

 Keith MacGregor - Saskatoon, SK - keeps himself quite busy, mostly with his
  interest in the Last Post Society in Saskatoon.

 Les  Taplin  -  Delta, BC - had himself a heart operation with complications
  setting in and is now working his way to a futt recovery. We hope he is
  soon well, enough so as to assist us in our Vancouver Banquet/Meeting, come

  this February, 1992.

 Short messages have also been received from Steve Andrynuk, Bernie Baker,
  Jack Boddington, Norm Furnett, Jack Harris, George Kitching, Charlie Lam-
  berton. Met Likes, Frank McDougatt, Pip Muirhead (WW I), Don Russell and
  the Mrs Eteonore Purvis, Marjorie Sheldrake, Kathleen Guthrie, Mickey Mac-

  donatd and Peggy McEwen.

 John Eggleston - Leduc, AB - stilt having major medical problems and is con-
  fined pretty well to his home.

 A legion report: We note that Steve Moisey, Red Deer, AB, received his 45
  year membership pin; Bill Shaw, Edmonton, a Life Membership; Bill Craig and
  Jack Birmingham, Certificates of Appreciation; Lewis E. Stewart, Edmonton,
  his 20 year pin.

 Charlie Shoubridge - Ottawa - sends his regrets for not being able to attend
  any of our functions, including fast year's 75th. "I can go for a walk,
  etc., in the park outside my door, but at 92 I'm not about to try too many

   things.

  In Youxvitte Hospital, Edmonton, (the Seniors portion of the "old" General
   Hospital) at the time of publishing, Jim Botsford and Harry Poulton, both

   of Edmonton

  Leo Coty and his wife Betty, Edmonton, celebrated their 46th back in June of '

   this year.                                                                 }

  The Canadian VOLUNTEER SERVICE MEDAL for KOREA is being awarded to those Can-
  adians who served in the Korean War from June 27, 1950 to July 27, 1954. So
  far Canada is the only member of the Commonwealth to issue a medal to its
  Korean Veterans. The first medal wilt be made a special presentation of on
  Remembrance Day. Otherwise if you are a Korean Veteran you witt have to ap- |
  ply for your medal.                                                         I
  3600 medals witt be awarded to Canadian members of the Gutf and Kuwait War,  |

                                                                                  k



ANARMYPADRE

     H/Captain (Padre) J. A. MacLettan, who passed away in 1981, was posted
to our Regiment as the Roman Catholic Chaplain for a considerable length of
time. There is no date handy as to when he actually joined our Regiment but
he remained with us through the times of Sicily, July, 1943, and into Italy.
He left us in Italy about mid-October, 1943.

     When  he  did  move on from our Regiment the reasons given were age and
exhaustion. These reasons could certainty have been good ones since noone
had a busier and more trying and dangerous time in the field than the Padre,
be he Catholic or Protestant. H/Capt Edgar Bailey took over at that time.

     But this tittle item has to do with Padre MacLettan and a couple of
pages from a recently published book written by Major General Chris Yokes.
At the time the incidents occured Yokes was Brigadier, 2nd Cdn Inf Bde, and
it took place when our unit was doing some Brigade training at Inverary,
Scotland, not too long before we left for Sicily. The extract has not been
made word for word, only enough so that those of you who are unable to put
your hands on a copy of the book can get the general story. The dashes re-
present parts that have been omitted.

     from "Yokes  My Story"  by Major General Chris Yokes  CB CBE DSO CD

- At Inverary -
      So the training continued. One day the old man (Sir John) who was the

head of the combined operations school at Inverary came to see me - -(and
made mention of what a fine looking bunch of men we Canadians were)

      Would you tike to see them in a March-Past? (the 2CIB Regiments)
      Yes, I would, - - -
      Alt right - I witt arrange a church parade, which I want to have any-

way. I would tike you to attend the service then I wilt have the brigade
march back to Inverary. You can set yourself up at some point there and take
the salute. I wilt be with you at your side.

      So I catted in alt the men of God in the brigade. There was the R.C.
padre Captain J. A. MacLettan, the Anglican padre Capt Carson and aft the
other denominations except Jewish: we didn't have a rabbi. We did have a
Salvation Army type. I spoke to them.

      I am staging a brigade church parade and everybody wilt be on it.- - -
      Now, everything has to go tike ctockwork. It is alt a question of time

and space. It gets dark early, at about four o'clock.
      We have to march past Sir John before it gets dark. He wants very much

to see the whole brigade. He is impressed very  much  by  the  size  of  our
troops, their height and their vigour.

      "That being the case, the church service has to be limited in time."
      I said to the R.C.type, "You wilt preach the sermon."
      I said to the Church of England type, "You witt read the lesson."
      I said to one of the others, "You witt lead the prayers."
      I parcelled everything out - - -
      "Now, remember, I don't want the troops standing too long. Everything

 has to go ctickety-ctick."
      "Now," I totd the R.C. padre, emphasizing the matter quite firmly, "The

 sermon wilt be five minutes. Five minutes. Understand? Otherwise, the whole
 thing witt be thrown out of time and space. Agreed?"



An Army Padre

     Everyone agreed and thought it was a great idea.
     We had the service.
     Everything began to go ctickity-ctick.
     The prayers went ctickity-ctick.
     The singing went ctickity-ctick.
     The sermon began.
     The R.C. Padre preached. Five minutes. Then he started alt over again.

Another five minutes. Then he started alt over again. ANOTHER five minutes.
In other words, he preached for about fifteen or twenty minutes, whereas I
had expressly limited him to five.

      I was standing fuming with anger.
     There I was standing tike an idiot in front of my brigade headquarters

and three full battalions stretched out behind me.
     The result was we marched through Inverary att right but half the brig-

ade went through in the dark. - - -
      I catted up Mike O'Neitt, who was then Colonel and principal R.C.padre.

        - - -  "i have an insolent priest up here - - -
      (Father Mike was in London and went to Inverary to discuss it)
      _ - - what are you going to do about this insolent priest - - -
     Mike - Nothing. - -
     - - -Wait titt we get out of this country and I'll change him myself

quick.
      I hadn't been on the beach in Sicily five minutes before I took steps

to rid myself of that priest.
      I catted up the principal R.C. chaplain then at division. "Take this

wretch and give me another one."
     Which he did.
      I stilt don't understand old Mike's view that R.C.s and Protestants

should be separated, particularly soldiers on active service. (Having to do
with the conversation he had with Father Mike, who had come from London to
discuss the situation. In those days R.C.s and Protestants were mites apart
when it came to church services, etc.)
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@@@@@@@                        SPITSBERGEN                    @@@@@@@@-

                               From The Magazine
             "esprit de corps" Canadian Military, September, 1991

      The  summer  of 1941 was a fateful one in North Africa and the Ukraine,
 but for the thousands of Canadians doing yeoman's duties in England, their
 inactivity was a blow to their pride and  enthusiasm. The  aborted  plan  to
 send Canadians (the Eddies for one) to Norway in April, and the mad dash to
 Brest in June of 1940, only made those young men more eager to prove their

 martial ardour.
      The opportunity to do so would not come for another year, but the oper-

 ation to evacuate Spitsbergen, and deny its use to the enemy, offered some
 smatt consolation.

      The island was located 760 Km northwest of Norway; 2000 Km north of the
 Orkneys. Its strategic value was arguable, only gaining consideration in
 tight of the German advances into the Soviet Union, and the subsequent need
 to re-suppty the Soviets through its northern ports. Originally, the British
 intended  to  establish  a naval anchorage from which they could support the
 Murmansk convoys and harass German forces sent to disrupt them. General An-
 drew McNaughton and the Canadian Corps were asked to supply a brigade (minus
 one battalion) and supporting services, including two  50  bed  hospitals, a
 company of engineers and signal section. The major units would be from the
 Edmonton Regiment and the PPCLI.

      On  5  and  6 August this force was transported from Surrey to Glasgow,
 and thence to the Combined Training Centre at Inverary aboard the Empress of
 Canada. However, before this stage  was  completed, the  British  Chiefs  of
 Staff Committee began to have doubts about the entire operation. A recon-
 naissance report by Rear Admiral Philip Vian ruled out the possibility of a
 Russian base on lonely Spitsbergen. He confirmed his opinion inpersonon 9th
 August, and the general assessment was that placing a garrison, even for the
 four month period originally planned, had no military value.

      On It August, Canadian troops were saved from a complete disappointment
 when the War Office indicated that a reduced operation would stilt be car-
 ried out. McNaughton and his subordinates. Brigadier General A. E. Potts and
  Brigadier General J. C. Murchie, were informed on 16 August that the prior-
  ity  would  be the simple destruction of the coat stocks and mines. Wireless
  and meteorological stations would be wrecked and the Russian miners would be
  repatriated. The Norwegian inhabitants would be brought back to the U.K.

       The remaining force under Brigadier Potts consisted of 46 officers and
  599 other ranks. To facilitate translation, the Norwegians were represented
  by a detachment of 25 under Captain Aubert. The British contributed 93 all
  ranks, mostly Royal Engineers. The remaining were Canadians from the Edmonton
  Regiment under Major W. Bury, 3rd Field Company, RCE, under Major Watsh  and
  a detachment from the Saskatoon Light Infantry (Machine Gun).

       On  the  morning  of  19 August, the Empress of Canada steamed from the
  Clyde on her way to the frozen north. By evening, she joined force "A" under
  Admiral Vian, and the cruisers Nigeria and Aurora, with destroyers Anthony,
  Antelope and Icarus, headed to Iceland to refuel. It was not until 22 August
  that the Canadian troops were told their destination. To prairie  troops  on
  the open ocean, the destination was of tittle concern as long as it did not
  roll under their feet.



@@@@@@@                       Spitsbergen                                  |

      While there is no evidence that the Germans ever intended to exploit     |
 Spitsbergen, there  was  the potential for one million tons per year of coal  |
 to fatt into their hands and the regular weather  reports  from  the  island  j
 were an aid to intelligence. In any case. Force 111 approached West Spits-  j J
 bergen in the early hours of 25 August with prudence. Two Walrus amphibious   S
 aircraft reconnoitred the Isfjord (Ice Bay), an inlet which fed to the main   J
 settlements. At 0430 hours, Canadians and Norwegians landed at Kap Linne to   |
 secure the communication station. The occupants welcomed their new landlords  |
 and immediately set to cooperating in the mission. Normal broadcasts contin-  j
 ued  uninterrupted  with the additional information that the area was fogged  |
 in thereby discouraging air reconnaisance by the enemy. These bogus trans-    |
 missions resulted in the capture of three cottiers, a tug, two sealers and a  j
 whaling vessel, which were lured into the harbour,                            j

      Not every Norwegian was entirety pleased at the evacuation and destuc-  J
 tion to come. For them the war was distant and they were content to carry on j|
 their activities as if nothing extraordinary as happening beyond their frig- j
 id shores. However, they were convinced to accept the new plan.              |

      The Russian inhabitants appeared to have had no qualms whatsoever. This |
 was one of the few times that Canadians got to meet their allies and reta-   J
 tionships seem to have been friendly to the point of excess. Canadian sot-   a
 diers were almost embarrassed by the generosity of their new friends, though J
 their chief had some trouble convincing the Russian Consul at Barentsburg    |
 that there was no time to toad heavy machinery along with personal stores.   ||

      The Empress sailed away from the land force with Nigeria and the three  J
 destroyers. Aurora was left to defend the remaining craft. One and a half    |
 days later, 1955 Russians with 250 tons of baggage and stores disembarked at j
 Archangel, Russia.                                                           |

      In the meanwhile, sappers got busy destroying 450,000 tons of piles of  jj
 coat and 275,000 gallons of petroleum products, by burning and sea-dumping.  J
 Demolitions took care of the mine shafts, transportation, machinery and ra-  |
 dio masts. Several small craft were sunk in the harbour and anything of pos- |
 sibte use to the enemy was either disabled or destroyed. Even 600 pigs, in   |
 addition to some horses and cattle felt to the butchers knife.               ||

      Wholly unintended was the fire that destroyed the empty town of Baren-  |j
 tsburg near the end of the expedition. An earlier fire had been extinguished,j|
 but on 1 September, aided by a steady wind and coat dust impregnated  wooden |
 buildings, a second fire raged out of control and levelled the town.         |

      After 10 days, the exhausted Canadian troops packed up the remaining   |
 Norwegians  and  set  sail for England. Aboard the Empress was an additional jj
 196 French soldiers who had escaped German prisoner of war camps to Russia, ||t
 where they had been interned.                                               ||

       In the grand scheme of the Second World War, Spitsbergen does not rate ||
 much more than a footnote, at feast in  the  strategic  view. Tactically, it|J
 was  a  great  success, the  mission was carried out completely, without thejj
 toss of a man or a ship, and without the enemy's knowledge at any point. It j|
 was not quite tike slogging it out toe-to-toe with the Wehrmacht, but there J|

 would be plenty of time for that.                                           j

                See next page for a bit more on our unit's part               g|



@@@@@@@@                   MORE  SPITSBERGEN                  @@@@@@@@-

      From  our own "City Goes To War" re the expedition there isn't too much
 to add to the last couple of pages."D" Company plus a platoon from "C" Company
 went on the trip and the rest of the unit went back to the Oxted area. Major
 Bill Bury was in charge of the Edmontons and he had as his assistants Capt.
 J.R.C.Carter, Lieuts Bitt Cromb, R.A.Couch, H.W.Smith and A.E.Newtown. Major
 Archie Donald, Support Company, was the Ship's Adjutant and  Q.M.;  CSM  Jim
 Anderson was the ship's Sergeant Major and went on the trip to Archangel in
 Russia when they delivered the Russian population from the Island and as he
 has  mentioned  previously  in  the FORTYNINER; Andy Hawretak was the ship's
 Q.M. Sergeant and L/Cpt Bitt Soars the  Orderly  Room  Clerk. Not  mentioned
 anywhere but shown in photos that we have, Sgt Danny Smith, the "Butcher of
 Barentsburg", and his crew, Craney, Purvis, etc.,were some the "meat staff"

      No "souvenirs" were allowed to be brought back by any of the members on
 the  trip  but  there are those who recall the wooden cases that came aboard
 the boat with the Brigadier's name on them. Also remembered are the "stink-
 ing" cigarettes that came back, "Made in Russia". Fortunately there weren't
 too many of them. And what happened to alt the pork? Most of it went to sup-
 plement the rations on the different ships.

      There is some mention made recently in an article printed in the LEGION
 magazine, October '91, by Strome Galloway:

      Both World Wars provided an opportunity for Canadian Troops to serve
 in remote spots. One of them, in early 1941 a specialty tailored force sail-
 ed from Scotland to the near Arctic to eject  a  suspected  German  garrison
 from the island of Spitsbergen. But no Germans were there, and the Canadians
 returned to Britain after neutralizing installations that the Germans could
 use to their advantage if they did occupy the island.

                                 A  SIKH  LEGION?

       I  know  a  tot about Sikhs. They were part of the famous Fourth Indian
 Division, "The Fighting Fourth". By winter, 1942, these  men  of  mutes  and
 mountains had shattered two great armies and set in train the destruction
 of a third, the Afrika Corps.

      The Fighting Fourth suffered 100 percent casualties, took 100,000 pris-
 oners (seven times their own strength), and destroyed wett over 100 planes
 and tanks. I was there. My admiration for Sikhs is boundless.

       However, my great concern is that Sikhs and a great many others migrate
 to  this  country  of Canada because the countries they left behind compared
 unfavorably with Canada. Once here, they  attack  our  ramparts, traditions,
 heroes, mores  -  tear at them piece by piece until Canada witt, inevitably,
 resemble their uncomfortable countries left behind.

       The descendants of the pioneers who made this Canada a haven, a bene-
 factor, a challenge, are bit by niggling bit being  denuded  of  principles,
 honor, heart, memorials.

       One has to wonder at the motives of the complainant, a Liberal party
 secretary and ethnic society president in the Sikh Canadian Legion Branch
 dispute which took place in Red Deer, AB.

       Perhaps a Royat Sikh Legion is an appropriate answer.
 -From the Edmonton Journal, Aug 29, 1991.                Keith Wakefietd.



@@@@@@@                 GRANDE  PRAIRIE  PICNIC              @@@@@@@@
                       August 31, September 1 and 2, 1991

      It's the first picnic held in the Grande Prairie area that I have at-
 tended and I wouldn't hesitate to go back again given the same circumstance.
 By the time I had arrived it was Saturday afternoon and already the members
 that had gathered there on the Friday were att settled in and had thorough-
 ly enjoyed a banquet put on by the Legion Branch at the Legion on Friday
 evening.

      Many  of  the  Grande Prarie area members were "D" Company. It follows,
 therefore, that there were a number of "D" Company representatives here. Ed
 Cox and Sid James arrived on Friday, they were "A" Company members. They ar-
 rived in time on Friday to be able to enjoy the Legion banquet but couldn't
 find any of their "old card playing gang" from "A" in attendance so it fol-
 lowed that they couldn't get a game going. Travelling together they  weren't
 able to stay any longer than noon on Saturday, that's when they left. Coutd
 it be, since they had left their good ladies back at Sid's place at MaMeO
 Beach, Pigeon Lake, they got tonety.

       I arrived in Grande Prairie about 2PM on the Saturday afternoon. It
 wasn't such a good day, there had been some heavy showers on the way up
 there. The  motet  staff had never heard of the Legion Picnic Grounds when I
 asked them for directions. I knew where it was generally so it didn't take
 that long to get there.

      There was a pretty good turnout by then, somewhere around thirty five
 veterans were there. This included Harold and Peggy Smythe from Victoria,
 probably the first time he had attended any of our functions out this way.
 There was no bar as such, however there was a table covered with whatever
 kind of a drink you could wish for. It was on a BYOB basis and there's one
 thing about it, with att the drinks available noone seemed to have that one
 drink too many. As a matter of fact, when the afternoon's festivities were
 finished with there were drinks stilt available.

      There was an excellent supper available around five o'clock and after
 that some group picture taking. About the time the pictures were being posed
 for it started to sprinkle a bit. There was the hope that it would stop, but
 it didn't. One by one people and their vehicles started leaving  the  picnic
 grounds to go home or back to their motet.

       It rained, and rained some more. The decision then had to be made as to
 whether  the  Sunday program should be changed from the picnic grounds since
 when it gets too wet there, there is no protection  to  speak  of  from  the
 rain. The decision was made to try and make arrangements with the Legion to
 hold Sunday's get-together there. This Betty and Tom Betford were able to
 do and it turned out to be a good decision since it rained att night long
 and there was water everywhere by the time morning came around.

      We gathered at the Legion around eleven AM for coffee, about one PM we
 had lunch, and about four PM we had supper. There was enough food around to
 have fed an army. And it was att good.

       There was ample room in the Legion main halt, room enough to be able to
 set up a number of tables on which I was able to set out alt the "boards" of
 photos that I had brought with me. With att that space and alt afternoon to
 sit, eat and visit, many of the members were able to go through many of the
 "old photos" with a fine tooth comb and take their time about doing it. It
 was a good afternoon and the pictures realty got a working over. It was un-



Grande Prairie Picnic

fortunate that I had not brought the entire collection along, my "carrying
capacity' was limited.

      It's  a  good thing that the decision had been made to move the picnic.
there was one good rainstorm came over white we were at the  Legion  and  it
was nice to be inside when it occurred.

      Some of the members left shortly after our "supper" meat had been com-
pleted. Once  things  in  the  halt were alt "cleaned up" the remainder were
soon on their way back to their motet room or home in the case of some.

     An invitation had been given out during the day to attend the unveiling
of a plaque at Dunvegan Crossing in memory of John Chipman Kerr VC, who rec-
eived his Cross white a member of our Regiment in WW I. The unveiling took
place on Monday, September 2, Labour Day, at  the  Provincial  Park  at  the
river crossing at Dunvegan. Able to attend, Howard Bone, Ernie White, Cot in
White, Charlie Whetan, Jimmy Duncan. A son of "Chip" Kerr with grandchildren
was also able to attend. Mike Antonio and Sam Atkinson arrived but not in
time for the ceremony, they said they had taken the wrong turn. There were a
number of members from the Peace River Legion in attendance in their Legion
dress, otherwise there were not too many others present. The plaque wilt be
hung in the park building which is on the site.

      "Chip" Kerr had been the ferry operator at the crossing for a number of
years, the major reason for the plaque being displayed there.

     From an available list of those who "signed in" over the week-end but
did not necessarily stay for the entire reunion:

   Etta & Jim Duncan, Ctairmont; Barney & Gisette Weir, Two Hilts; Bob Jard-
   ine, Ardrossan; W. H. Smith, Etnora; Joe Turions, High Prairie; Harold &
   Peggy Smythe, Victoria, BC; Sam Atkinson, Hythe; Charlie & Lorean Whetan,
   Rycroft;Ken & Amelia Couptand, Spruce Grove; W.D. & Pat Smith, Alberta
   Beach; Bert & Sheita McDonatd, Mayerthorpe; Sam & Ottie McLeod, Grenfett,
   Sask.; Bob Prowd, Assinboia, Sask; Ed Cox, Courtenay, BC; Sid James, Ma-
   Me-0 Beach; Mike & Ruth Antonio and Ron, Hythe; Steve & Iris Lotoski, At-
   berta Beach and Joyce Btair, London, England; Anna & Bitt Purves, Hythe;
   Cot in White, Vie Lawrence, Spirit River; Isobet Morgan, Rochester; Vie &
   Beryl  Cumbteton, St.Paul;  Charlie  &  Mayme Swan, Innisfait; Roy Heath,
   High Prairie; Bitt & Etwood Brinton, Barrhead; Tom & Betty Betford, Ernie
   & Nettie White, Eiteen & Don Thomson and Chris, Bob &  Vera  Kennedy, att
   from Grande Prairie; and those from the Edmonton area: Rottie & Phyttis
   Castagner; Bitt & Ann Shaw; Fto Dean & Gord McVee; Dott & Buck Getschel;
   Ted Dombroski; Pete & Jessie St Pierre; Lou & Ray Springsteet; Salty &
   Jim Foote; Gus Campbett; Steve & Mary Kmiech; Ron & Kay LeBas; Marcet
   Tettamente & Jackie; Barney Otson; Ralph & Peggy Craven; Betty & Watty
   McVee; Ed & Peggy Boyd and Tina Oakey; Doris & Howard Bone; Bob & Beryl
   Hidson.
   Joyce Btair, shown above and guests of the Lotoski's is the wife of Larry

Btair MM, who was severely wounded white with our Regiment in the San Fortu-
nate area. Larry apparently resides in the Montreal area.

     Certainty it was a picnic wett worth attending and the thanks of the
Association goes out to the Grande Prairie members, and especially to Betty
Betford and the wives of the members who gave so much of their time, sup-
plied some of the food, etc., over the three day period.

                                                               B. Otson



CLOSER  THAN  BROTHERS

                 EACH YEAR; GRANDE PRAIRIEi AB, LEGION BRANCH

              SOLICITS ESSAYS FROM ITS MEMBERS FOR INCLUSION IN A
          REMEMBRANCE DAY FEATURE IN THE GRANDE PRAIRIE HERALD TRIBUNE

               IN THE FOLLOWING ENTRY FRANK HOLLOWAY, "HOPPIT",

                RECALLS THE EXPLOITS OF SOME PEACE RIVER BOYS.

                  REPRINTED FROM THE LEGION, NOVEMBER; 1990.

     FOR CANADA) AND FOR US - THE YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN OF ALBERTA'S PEACE
RIVER COUNTRY - SEPTEMBER) 1959, BROUGHT CHANGE. CANADA CALLED US TO ENLIST

TO DEFEND KING AND COUNTRY. FOR MOST OF US IT WAS A NEW WAY OF LIFE. SIMPLE

COUNTRY BOYS) CITY SLICKERS- DEAD-BEATS AND IDEALISTS; PEOPLE FROM ALL WALKS

OF LIFE WERE DRAWN INTO THE WAR MACHINE.
     GRANDE PRAIRIE IN 1959 WAS JUST ANOTHER SMALL TOWN IN ALBERTA, WITH

MUDDY GUMBO ROADS, WOODEN SIDEWALKS, A PRIVY AT THE END OF EACH LOT, A FEW

CHICKENS, PERHAPS A COW.
     THERE WERE A NUMBER OF LOCAL LADS WAITING TO ENLIST. PAT MURPHY, A

DRIFTER FROM SASKATCHEWAN, WAS THE FIRST; THEN THERE WERE THE TWO CONNOR

BOYS; WILLIE REMPLE; THE MILLS BROTHERS FROM BEAVERLODGE; MIKE ANTONIO AND

A NUMBER OF OTHERS. THEY WERE NOT ANY DIFFERENT THAN OTHER BOYS ACROSS CAN-

ADA, JUST ORDINARY FELLOWS LIKE YOUR BROTHERS, HUSBANDS OR UNCLES - JUST
CANADIANS.

     THE POWERS-THAT-BE DESIGNATED "D" COMPANY OF THE EDMONTON REGIMENT TO

REPRESENT THE PEACE RIVER COUNTRY, AND OUR STORY IS TYPICAL. AFTER A FEW

MONTHS IN EDMONTON WE HAD A GUIDED TOUR OF CANADA, STOPPING IN MARSHALLING

YARDS AND MARCHING UP AND DOWN BESIDE OUR TRAIN FOR EXERCISE.
     CHRISTMAS DAY, 1959, WAS STORMY - "HIGH SEAS", THE SAILORS CALLED IT.

SOME OF THE HEROES AMONG US WERE MIGHTY SICK. ONE HAD LOST HIS RIFLE OVER-

BOARD; BETTER HE HAD LOST THE CROWN JEWELS.
     THE MONTHS AND MONTHS OF TRAINING AND SCHEMES IN ENGLAND GOT TIRESOME,

AND IT SPEAKS WELL OF ALL RANKS THAT THEY DIDN'T GO BUGS. "ALL IN THE NAME

OF DISCIPLINE, BOYS."

     AS THE TIME DREW NEAR FOR CANADIANS TO GO TO WAR, OUR TRAINING THEN IN-

CREASED. FINALLY WE BOARDED A SHIP AND SET SAIL FOR WHO-KNOWS-WHERE. THOSE

OF YOU WHO MISSED THE JOYS OF TRAVELLING "A LA TROOPSHIP" MISSED THE THRILL

OF A LIFETIME. WE SHIP HOGS AND CATTLE A LOT NICER. "MONTY" INTERRUPTED A

POKER GAME TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE WERE GOING TO TAKE SICILY. A VOICE PIPED UP,

"IT'S YOUR BET, MAC." AND THE GAME WENT ON

     WHAT THE CANADIAN FORCES DID IS HISTORY, BUT ONLY THOSE WHO TOOK PART

REALLY KNOW HOW TOUGH IT WAS AT TIMES, ORTONA PUT CANADA ON THE MAP IN W II

AND THE CEMETERY THERE GIVES AMPLE PROOF. SOMETHING ELSE HAPPENED, TOO: THE

FORMATION OF A BOND BETWEEN MEN THAT IS UNSPOKEN, UNSEEN UNTIL THE CHIPS ARE
DOWN. IT'SAD THAT IT TAKES A WAR TO MAKE MEN THINK AND ACT CLOSER THAN

BROTHERS.
     GIVEN TIME, I COULD TELL YOU MORE OF YOUR PEACE RIVER MEN - WE DON'T

HAVE THEM ALL ANYMORE, BUT WE HERE STILL KNOW THEM. IF WE KEEP IN OUR HEARTS

AND MINDS THE SACRIFICES MADE BY THEM AND OTHERS ALL OVER THE WORLD PERHAPS,

TOGETHER, WE CAN ERADICATE THE HATE THAT SPEWS OUT EVERY SO OFTEN.
     WE HAVE SOMETHING TO BE PROUD OF IN THE PEOPLE WHO ANSWERED THE CALL

FIFTY SOME YEARS AGO. IF WE KEEP THIS PRIDE, REMEMBRANCE WILL ALWAYS BE WITH

US.
                                                           FRANK HOLLOWAY



SJaat pnfit
Boyle, dark W. - M16281, passed away March 17, 1991, in Edmonton, at age 90.

   dark went overseas in 1939 as a member of "A" Company. He was a veteran
   of WW I having joined the Army at the age of 14.

Belrose, William - M 16864, passed away in Edmonton, at age 71, on July 15,
   1991. No other information available.

Campbell, William A. - H102614, passed away in Carmen MN, on June 11, 1991,
   at age 69. No other information available.

Chinneck, William M. - passed away May 19, 1991, a resident of Edmonton, at
   age 74. Information shows him as having been a teacher in Edmonton for 25
   years, "was very proud to have served with the Loyat Edmonton Regiment
   overseas"  in England and Northwest Europe. He resigned his commission as
   a Lieutenant in 1944 to join the RCAF.

Dack, Norman - L 53807, passed away November 28, 1990, white a resident of
   Enderby, BC. He "joined the armed forces in 1939 and served with the
   Loyal Edmonton Regiment until 1945. He was wounded and disabled during
   the war." Norm, a member of the BC Association, attended many of our Ed-
   monton and BC functions.

Dick, John E.W. MM -M 15568, Sgt, passed away August 2, 1991, at age 78.
   John was a resident of the Redwater, Radway and Edmonton district over
   the period of years following the war.

Diederick, Rudolph - passed away August 27, 1991, a resident of Oliver, BC,
   at age 78. The obituary says, "he served his country in WW II with the
   Loyal Eddies." No other information available.

Ferr, Earl - M 31673, passed away May 15, 1991, at age 72, a resident of Ed-
   monton. Eart joined up with the Edmonton Fusiliers originally then trans-
   ferring to the L Edmn R. No other information available.

Fraser, Col in - M105302, passed away March 12, 1991, white a resident of the
    Balzac, AB (nr Calgary) area. No other information available.

Gauchie, Rene - 100931 white a member of the "Van Doos" 1915 to 1919. M16322
    and CQMS as a member of our Regiment, at age 93. 12 grandchildren, 19
    great grandchildren and 10 great great grandchildren. Rene went overseas
    on our advance party in 1939 as a CQMS. He retired as the postmaster at
    Barrhead, AB, in 1957. An original member of the Canadian Legion, he re-
    cently received his 65th year Legion pin. One of the more colorful mem-
    bers of our Regiment.He was a resident of the Peachtand, BC, area.



@@@@@@                           Last    Post                         @@@@@@@

 Glew, Crawford S. CD - Major, passed away August 26, 1991, in Victoria at the
    age  of  74. A  member of the Regina Rifles as weft as the Loyal Edmonton
    Regiment during WW II. He also served in the Regular Army following the
    war. A member of the BC Association.                                      |

 Gospodar, James - M 16834, passed away in Calgary at  age  75, December  10,
    1990. Jim served overseas with our Regiment, was employed by Imperial Oil
    following his army discharge. A member of the Edmonton Association.

 Grander, Steven  H. -  M  17867, passed  away January 8, 1991, at age 67 and
    white a resident of the Chase, BC, area. No other information available.

 Grade, A1 - passed away November 21, 1990. No other information available.
    He was a member of our BC Association.

 Herman, J. Lester -Silver Star(USA),Captain, M 15786, passed away April 10,
    1991 at Vernon, BC. Les went overseas with our Regiment in 1939 a member
    of "A" Company and served with the Regiment in the Italian campaign.
    The citation for his USA medal reads "Lieut John L. Herman, Cdn Army, for
    gallantry in action 14 Apr 1945. As a part of a vitally important diver-
    sionary attack in conjunction with the operations against Hoven, Holland,
    Lieut Herman fed 18 Pin, "D" Coy, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment, in a suc-
    cessful and daring attack over 400 yards of open, flat ground at a rait    ;
    crossing. The platoon was immediately subjected to a series of three ag-   |
    ressive enemy counterattacks, in the repulse of which Lieut Herman's per-  |
    sonat bravery and determination figured greatly. His leadership and cour-  |
    age played a targe part in the success of the entire operation."           I

 Harrington, dynn - Corporal, M 15514, passed away March 25, 1991, at age 90  |
    and white a resident of the Blue Ridge, AB, area. Many will remember him  |
    as a member of "A" Company. He went overseas on one of our advance par-   |
    ties in 1939.                                                             J

 Hayden, Daniel W.  Captain, passed away September 3, 1990, at age 69 and a   jj@
    resident of the Calgary area. No information available but he is shown as |
    being with our Regiment in WW II and in the Regular Forces following.     |

 Hrdlicka, William - passed away July 4, 1991, a resident of the Carrot Creek |
    AB area. No other information available.                                  |@

 Jones, diff D.C. - passed away January 24, 1991, in Edmonton at the, age of  ||
    70. No other information available.                                       |l|

 Johnston, E. Hugh - M 25820, Sgt, passed away August 19, 1991, white a res-  j|

    ident of Camrose, AB, at age 75. Hugh proceeded overseas with our Regim-  g
    ent in 1939 as a LCpt in "D" Company and served throughout  the war with  jj
    the Regiment. Following the war he resided in the Ponoka, AB, area for a j
    time, then in the USA, retiring to the Camrose area.                      @

 Monro, Alexander C. - passed away September 24, 1991, at age 75, a  resident j||
    of the Ketowna, BC area. At ex served 5i years overseas with our Regiment,. |j



@@@@@@                             Last    Post                          @@@@@@@

 Jossul, Stephen - M 15842, passed away July 20, 1991, a resident of Victoria.
    Steve went overseas with the Regiment in 1939. He spent some of his time
    in the evenings entertaining the troops with his wrestling ability.

 Kirby, Mervyn - M 16324, passed away July 7, 1991, in Edmonton, at the age
    of 82 years. Mervyn went overseas with the Regiment in 1939, spent con-
    siderable time as a driver and in "D" Company.

 Madore, Raymond J.- M 16548, passed away July 17, 1991, a resident of Barrie
    Ont., In last year's "Wandering Boy" he wrote, "Someday I hope I wilt be
    able to make it to one of your functions", but he never did. In a tetter
    from Jean Madore, his widow, "Ray has not been weft the last three years,
    he was so proud of his association with the Regiment and the arrival of
    the magazine was a highlight he looked forward to."

 Morton, John W. - M 17049, Sgt, passed away July 16, 1991, white a resident
    of the Camrose, AB, area. After a short stay with our Regiment he trans-
    ferred to the Calgary Tanks.

 Murdoch, Henry G. - M 16634, passed away March 2, 1991, at age 71, while a
    resident of Edmonton. No other information available.

 Nicodemus, Leon W. - M 17526, passed away September 26, 1991, a resident of
    Edmonton. After joining up with our Regiment, he transferred to the Pats.

 Paupst, Fred - M 15791, passed away in Vancouver, September 30, 1990. Fred
    transferred to the Royal Cdn Engineers from our Regiment white we were
    stationed in England. No other information.

 Poitras, Norman S. - H101221, passed away in February, 1991, in Saskatchewan
    No other information.

 Poitras, Arthur E. - M 16883, Cpt, passed away September 7, 1990, white a
    resident of Victoria, BC. At ome time he transferred from our Regiment to
    the Calgary Tanks. No other information.

 Schening, Ed. - M 65796, passed away October 20, 1990, in Edmonton. Ed was a
    longtime resident at the Veterans Home (Mewburn), Edmonton.

 Spencer, John C. - M 17042, R121339, passed away September 19, 1990, a res-
    ident of the North Battteford, SK, area, age 83. He at some time trans-
    ferred to the RCAF from our Regiment. No other information.

 Stein, Ole - passed away November 27, 1990, white a resident of the La Glace
    Alberta, area. He had been a member of the Transport of our Regiment.

 Ross, William N. MM - M 16408, Sgt, Anti-Tank Platoon, passed away February
    7, 1991, while a resident of Calgary. Bill went overseas with our Regi-
    iment in 1939, was a member of our Edmonton Association and attended many
    of our functions. A copy of the citation for his Military Medal is not
    available, it was earned at the battle for San Fortunate, Italy.



@@@@@@                                 Last   Post                                            """"

 Isley, William - B158654, passed away July 12, 1991, at age 66, shown as be-
    longing to the Erin Legion Branch, Ontario.

 Maynes, Angus  -  M  17366, Cpt, passed  away May 4, 1991, at age 70. A Past
    President of the Decker Legion Branch, Manitoba.

 McCulloch, John(Jack) - M 16478, Sgt, passed away October 13, 1991, white a
    resident of Edmonton, at age 82. Jack spent the majority of his time with
    our Regiment in the Regimental Pot ice.He was an Association member.

 McNeil George H. - M 17733 and Regular Force, passed away July, 1991, at age
    62, at Keremeos, BC

 Rossiter, Percy H. - M 17079, passed away May 18, 1991, at age 81. Although
    he joined our Regiment early on, he spent his time with  the  South  Sask
    Regiment, then in the Regular Force. A Past President and Life Member of
    the Kingsway Legion, Edmonton.

 Sunstrum, George F. - M 16349, passed away in Ontario at age 83, January 9,
    1991. George went over with the Regiment in 1939, it is believed as a
    member of "C" Company.

 Taschuk, Metro - M 16600, passed away November 3, 1990, white living in Ed-
    monton, at age 81. No other information.

 Tremblay, J. Harry - Colonel, passed away November 26, 1990, in Quebec City,
    at age 91. Cot Trembtay went overseas with our Regiment in 1939 as a 2nd
    Lieutenant. He left our Regiment in July, 1940, when he went to 2 Cdn Inf
    Bde HQ. Later he went to HQ 1st Cdn Div with the Auxiliary Services. He
    served as an Agricultural Adviser to N W Europe following the war.

 Wright, Patrick G. - Major, passed away October 15, 1990, at age 81, white a
    resident of Kitimat, BC. No other information.

 Information has been received of the passing of these ladies, wives of mem-
                    bers or former members of our Association:

 Henriette STEPCHUK, wife of Fred Stepchuk, Brentwood Bay, BC
 Etiennette PLANTE, wife of former Ronald PI ante
 Edith McCutloch, wife of former Hugh McCutloch
 Alice Simpson, wife of former S. R. Simpson, Vancouver.

      Thanks from our Association to Bob Hidson for his work when it comes
 time to mail out sympathy cards and in advising other members of our Assoc-
 iation of the time and date of funerals.

      Thanks also to Jack Birmingham for his assistance. Jack keeps us inform
 ed of deceased Legion members who were former members of our Regiment.

 A number of the obituaries in the Last Post column have been obtained from
 issues of the LEGION magazine. Most times there is no other information av-

                                ailable to us.



@@@@@@@                  THIS  AND  THAT                @@@@@@@@'

      It's on good authority that the BC Association will be holding a summer
 reunion on the first Sunday in August, 1992, and the function will take the
 form of an "afternoon at the Princess Mary", Victoria, BC. You will be hear-
 ing more about this event in the days ahead.

                          -@-@-@-@-

      Further to the paragraphs in the "Wandering Boy" portion of this mag-
 azine, later communication which we have received from Jim Anderson advises
 your  Editor  that  Ella, Jim's wife, passed away in August of this year. We
 offer to Jim our condolences. Jim also says, "if att things go welt, I in-
 tend to take a trip to the Vancouver area this coming summer where I hope to
 visit with my brothers."

                          -@-@-@-@-

      The Defence Department plans to introduce a new, distinctly Canadian
 medal as the highest distinction for courage under fire. The new decoration
 wilt be awarded to Canadian servicemen rather than the Victoria Cross. "We
 are working on a Canadian Cross meaning the same thing." Lt Gen Foster.

      The VC is a British Medal and would not be replaced, it remains in use
 by the British Govt. In theory, Britain could stilt award a VC to a Cdn.

                          -@-@-@-@-'

      Morgan Tours of Ottawa wilt be making up a tour of Sicily, Italy, and
 some of Southern England in 1992, May 26 to June 17, 23 days. If you are in-
 terested information can be obtained from Bill Remple, Victoria, BC, or Mor-
 gan Tours Ltd., Box 6037, Station J, Ottawa, ON, K2A 1T1.

                          -@-@-@-@-

      "Gays should be allowed to serve in the Armed Forces as long as their
 conduct is good," says Associate Defence Minister Mary Colt ins.

      Whether you're a man or a woman, a black or a white, a Jew or a Christ-
 ian, a homosexual or not, what does it matter?" What does matter, she says,
 is that people behave wett and do not  feel  vulnerable  to  harassment. She
 says she is expressing her own opinion, cabinet hasn't dealt with the matter
 as yet (1991). (Cdn Press)

                           -@-@-@-@-

                                  Last Post
 Hansen, Einer A. - 3205439, WW I, July 30, 1991, passed away at age 99, a

   member of the New Westminster, BC, Legion. No other information.

                           -@-@-@-@-

      There  was  an  Edinburgh, Scotland, "Branch" of our Association , they
  held their first "annual" dinner in January, 1934, in a private home. The
  following year their turnout was "four 49ers and 6 other veterans."



NANES and ADDRESSES

Edmonton Association

Bob Adair

Bill Adair

Lee Ahlstrom

Bud Allan

A. Ambrose

Gordon Anderson

Jim Anderson

Mike Antonio

Gordon Armstrong

Jim Ashmore

Chris Atkin

Sam Atkinson

20 Rancnridge Way NW

12529 - 109A Ave

7 Courtenay Dr

Box 513

Box 1

11 East Glen Ave SE

20 Ranchridge Way NWCalgary AB

12529 - 109A AveEdmonton

7 Courtenay DrSherwood Park AB

Box 513Killam AB

Box 1Lake Isle, AB

11 East Glen Ave SEMedicine Hat AB

18 Southdown Ave, Lower Willingdon, Eastbourne

East Sussex, England

Box 3S4Hythe, AB

11139 - 54A AveEdmonton

Box 23Blue Ridge AB

13125 - 27 StEdmonton

Box 101Goodfare AB

Box 573

Box 2042

12771 118 St

4512 Green view Dr NE

12311 - 105 St

Box 2, Site 201,RR#2

High Prairie, AB

Wainwright AB

Edmonton

Calgary

Edmonton

ToField AB

Edmonton

Grande Prairie AB

Edmonton

Edmonton

Dr E. J. Bailey,Pleasantview Lodge, 5210 - 110 St, Edmonton

Joe BasarabBox 573High Prairie, AB

Stan BathBox 2042Wainwright AB

Marshall Baydala12771 118 StEdmonton

M. M. Beaton4512 Greenview Or NECalgary

Miles Beaton12311 - 105 StEdmonton

Ed BeaudryBox 2, Site 201,RR#2ToField AB

D. Beauregard12082 - 58 StEdmonton

Tom Bel Ford9812 - 91 AveGrande Prairie AB

Tom BensonBox 1501Edmonton

Jack Birmingham4312 - 105 AveEdmonton

Stan BlombergVets Home, 11440 University Ave, Edmonton

Howard Bone12908 78 StEdmonton

Jim BotsFord@303, 10516 - 78 AveEdmonton

John F. Bowen#203, 155 Woodbridge Way, Sherwood Park AB

R. Bowerff4, 11327 - 95 StEdmonton

Edgar Boyd5904 Fulton RdEdmonton

Oave Boyer5003 - 1st St NWCalgary

Fred Brien54 Fulton AveOttawa ON

Bill BrintonBox 1571Barrhead AB

G. G. Brown844 Oakside Circle SWCalgary

M. L. Brown5024 - 54 StYellowkniFe NWT

K. BrzakBox 29, Aite @4, RRffIStony Plain AB

D. J. Burke205 Young StOttawa ON

James BurndredS211 - 18 St SECalgary

Dave Burns11724 - 48 AveEdmonton

Alex Burrows#2512, 541 Bathgate DrOttawa ON

Shierlaw BurryBox 279Fall is AB

P. J. Bury970S - 70 AveEdmonton

12082 - 58 StEdmonton

9812 - 91 AveGrande Prairie AB

Box 1501Edmonton

4312 - 105 AveEdmonton

Vets Home, 11440 University Ave, Edmonton

12908 78 StEdmonton

ff303, 10516 - 78 AveEdmonton

#203, 155 WoodbridgeWay, Sherwood Park AB

ff4, 11327 - 95 StEdmonton

5904 Fulton RdEdmonton

5003 - 1st St NWCalgary

54 Fulton AveOttawa ON

Box 1571Barrhead AB

ff4, 11327 - 95 StEdmonton

5904 Fulton RdEdmonton

5003 - 1st St NWCalgary

54 Fulton AveOttawa ON

Box 1571Barrhead /

844 Oakside Circle SWCalgary

5024 - 54 StYellowknif

Box 29, Aite @4, RRffIStony Plai

205 Young StOttawa ON

S211 - 18 St SECalgary

11724 - 48 AveEdmonton

#2512, 541 Bathgate DrOttawa ON

Box 29, Aite @4,

Calgary

YellowkniFe NWT

Stony Plain AB

Ottawa ON

Calgary

Edmonton

Box 279

9706 - 70 Ave

Rowland Butterwick

Fallis AB

Edmonton

BrownField AB

 T3G 1Z9

 T5M 2H8

 T8A 5K7

 TOB 2LO

 TOE 1HO

 T1B 224

BN20 9PS

 TOH 2CO

 T6H OW3

 TOE OBO

 T5A 3Y9

 TOH 1TO

 T6H 5K1

 TOG 1EO

 TOB 4PO

 T5E 5K9

 T2E 5R6

 T5G 2P2

 TOB 4JO

 T5w 3X3

 T8V OG2

 T5J 2N7

 T6A OZ9

 T5G 1Z1

 T5C 1G5

 T6E 1P4

 T8A 4H1

 T5G 1L2

 T6A 3T2

 T2K 0X7

 K1S 4Y6

 TOG OED

 T2V 4P7

 X1A 1W5

 TOE 2GD

 K1Y 3R1

 T2C OM4

 T6H OE6

 K1K 3Y3

 TOE OVO

 T6E OV5

 TOC ORO

Gus Campbell

Rod Campbell

Roland Castagner

R. W. Chapman

4512 - 109 Ave

8736 - 89 Ave

12 CliFF Cresc,

14008 - 90 Ave

       Edmonton

       Edmonton

Maple Ridge Park, Edmonton

       Edmonton

T6A 1R5

T6C 1N7

T6P 1B5

T5B 4T6



Edmonton Association

Joe Chenger       2028 - 19 St

Stan Chettleborough  12014 - 105 St

Jack Childs

John Clucas

Art Colbeck

R. C. Coleman

Paul Cote

Leo Coty

Ken Coupland

Ed Cox

Bill Craig

Bill Craik

Ralph Craven

Andy Dahl

wally Davies

Jack Debow

Joe Decoine

Bill Dewitz

Ron Dmetruk

Ted Dombroski

Neil Donaldson

John Drake

R.C.Di-iscQll  130

James Duncan

R. R. Duquette

Frank Eakin

Gordon Edey

Art Edge

John Eggleston

Herman Erickson

 I. G. Edwards

Andy Erickson

 Ivan Feldberg

Barry Ferguson

H. G. Field

 J. Fleck

 Reg Flowers

 Jim Foote
 Renee Forestier

 Bill Forster

 Ken Froland

 Sid Fry

 Henry Funk

 Fred Gale

 Ron Game
 Fred Gaschnitz

 CliFF Gates

2539 Shakespeare St

5215 Sheldon Place NW  I

#402  117 - 23 Ave SW  l

#1002  3468 Drummond St

Lethbridge, AB

Edmonton
Victoria BC

Calgary

Calgary

;  Montreal QE

#1403  11230 St Albe

12103 - 107 St

115 Wellington Cresc

Albert Tr   Edmonton

        Edmonton

;resc   Spruce Grove AB

#909

1917

4116

 4616 -

9 Ave N

- 126 St

106A St Edmonton

Lethbridge AB

Edmonton

Vets Home  11440 University Ave  Edmonton

#109  2010 Ulster Rd   Calgary

#1117  10020 - 103 Ave  Edmonton

#216  5210 - 10!

Box 1813

11641 - 95 A St

7624 83 St

7249 Maple St

7914 77 Ave

Bellemoor Rd, SI

Box 114

106 St06 St    Edmonton
          Barrhead AB

;t        Edmonton
          Edmonton
          Vancouver BC
          Edmonton

Shir-ley Southampton, England
          Clairmont AB

#16  10160 119 St Edmonton

 30 Humberline Or  Rexdale ON

20355 54 Ave     Langley BC

'0 Ave            Edmonton

Leduc AB

Hoi den, AB

#1601  30 Humberline Or  Rexdale ON

#202  20355 54 Ave     Langley BC

9319 70 Ave            Edmonton

4513 44 St             Leduc AB

Seniors               Holden, AB

2306 Philip Rd E       Regina SK

Stoney Creek odge 5213 - 44 Ave  Camrose AB

Box 536                Evansburg AB

Box 1000  251 Harvey Ave  Kelowna BC

14018 100 Ave          Edmonton

11928 127 St           Edmonton

Vets Home  11449 University Ave  Edmonton

10848 25 Ave

9846 87 Ave

9526 86 Ave

2675 Nottingham Ave

2840 Lardeau Place

9738 71 Ave

634 25 Ave NW

6907 94 Ave

12832 127 St

12210 123 St

Edmonton

Edmonton

Peace River AB

Los Angeles  CA  USA

Vernon BC

Edmonton

Calgary

Edmonton

Edmonton

Edmonton

T1K 2C4

T5G 2N5

V8R 4G6

T3B 1G6

T2S OH9

H3G 1Y4

T5M 3P2

T5G 2S8

T7X 1K6

T6H 5J5

T1H 1J1

T6J 2A4

T6G 1Z1

T2N 4C2

T5J OG8

T6H 2S9

TOG OEO

T5G 1P7

T6C 2Y6

V6P 5P5

T6C OK9

501 2QY

ToH OWO

T5K 1Y9

 M9W 6K8

 V3A 6R5

 T6E OT8

 T9E 5T8

 TOB 2CO

 54V 023

 T4V OA9

 TOE OTO

 V1Y 6C2

 T5N OJ3

 T5L OZ1

 T6G 1Z1

 T6J 4R9

 T6E 2N6

 T8S 164

  90027

 V1T 7V7

 T6E OW6

 T2M 2A9

 T6B OY3

 T5L 1A7

 T5L OH6



Edmonton Association

Dave Gaulter

Carl Geeraert

A. H. Getschel

Henry Giesbrecht

L. Gill

Jack Goruk

M. A. Gould

Don Gower

Pat Grier

John Guay

A. Grandbois

R R #1

1020 Nicola St

#705  8610 Jasper Ave

3212 Carol Drive NW

Box 302

Box 1073

Box 69

143 Oeming Rd

9241 52 St

Gen Del

Box 694

Thorsby AB

Kamloops BC

Edmonton

Calgary

Spirit River AB

Taber AB

Consort AB

Edmonton

Edmonton

Perryvale AB

Westlock AB

TOC 2PO

V2C 2S1

T5H 3S5

T2L OK6

TOH 3GO

ToK 2GO

TOC 1BO

T6R 1M3

T6B 1G3

TOG 1TO

TOG 2LO

Rev VI. Hall

GeoFF Harris

C. Harrop

M. Hawryluk

George Henderson

Bob Hidson

Tom Hidson

Jim Hodson

E. Howard

Box 901

266 Stanley Dr

#706  15424 - 84 Ave

2811 31 St SW

225 Sun Canyon Cresc

6424 84 St

885 RenFrew St

13847 25 St

Gold River BC

Waterloo ON

Edmonton

Calgary

Calgary

Edmonton

Winnipeg MN

Edmonton

VOP 1GO

N2L 1J1

T5R 3L4

T3E 2N9

T2X 2V7

T6E 2W9

R3N 1K5

T5Y 1B1

Pat Ireland

Sid James

Bob Jardine

Wayne Johnston

LCol G. R. Jones

Sid Jones

Stan Jones

Steve Kmiewch

Bob Knox

P. Kutinsky

G. Lacombe

L. Lamoureux

Vie Lawrence

Frank Leach

Ron LeBas

Sam Lenko

Ray Lewis

Jack Lidgett

Steve Lotoski

W. Lukaniuk

Mel Lund

Box 1199

Box 100

53334 Rge Rd 213

16812 100 St

13 Garland Cresc

10342 145 St

10603 128 Ave

7012 92A Ave

#310  9395 172 St

9127  72 Ave

Box 7007

Box 1725

Box 84

4425 5 Ave E

6915 92B Ave

Box 294

#206  3560 Highway Dr

#2 Grace Garden Court

Box 125

Box 13

#25  8930 99 Ave

 High Prairie ABTOG 1EO

 Killam, ABTOB 2LO

 Ardrossan ABTOB OEO

 EdmontonT5X 4L6

 Sherwood Park ABT8A 2P3

 EdmontonT5N 2X7

 EdmontonT5E OJ2

 EdmontonT6B 5T8

 EdmontonT5T 3G8

 EdmontonT6E OY1

 Bonnyville ABT9N 2H4

 Barrhead ABTOG OEO

 Spirit River ABTOH 360

 Edson ABT7E 1B7

 EdmontonT6B OW1

 Sangudo ABTOE 2AO

 Trail; BCV1R 2V1

6303 104 Ave Edmonton T6A 0X9

 Alberta Beach ABTOE OAO

 Tomahawk ABTOE 2HO

 Ft Saskatchewan AB T8L 3L1

Jack Mack ie

Cpl D.J.Marquardt

C. G. Marshall

Alex Matheson

Don Matheson

Don Matsen

17936 57 Ave

 561 Keniston Blvd

536 Woodbridge Way

Box 305 Sunset Manor

10324 Villa Ave

4931 34A Ave

EdmontonT6M 1X4

Winnipeg MN Kenaston BksR3N 1V9

Sherwood Park ABT8A 4G9

Hinton ABT7V 1X2

EdmontonT5N 3T9

EdmontonT6L 3B7



Edmonton Association

J. P. Maxwell

A. Michael

D. G. Miller

George Miller

CliFF Milley

Steve Moisey

Ramsey Monaghan

Bill Moody

Ed Moore

6. Moores

Ed Morris

Owen Moses

Keith MundorF

Lem MundorF

H. A. Murray

Jack MacKay

John A MacLean

Dave McAra
D.Angus McCrimmon

Bert McDonald

Vernon McGee

D. A. McGowan

Mark McKain

Hugh McKay

A. McLaren

Ed McLean

F. Sam McLeod

Mel McPhee

Wally McVee

Gordon McVee

A. W. Nelson  WW ;

Alvin Nelson

L. Napier

James Negrey

Alan Nicholls

W. Nowell

Barney Olson

Bill Parry

H. L. Peters

Otto Peters

Art Phiilips

D. Pittman

 Jesse Pittman

Melvin Pittman

 Bill Polhill

 H. Poulton

 H.D.W.Powell

 W. Preuss

 Bob Prowd

 Bill Purves

#406, 3285 Pembina Hwy Winnipeg MN

8813 99 Ave            Ft Saskatchewan AB

107 Main TerraceSherwood Park AB

 10435 104 Ave

 4015 22 Ave

 31 Spencer St

 Box 2

 11227 126 St

 Box 932

  14409 23 St

 9519 140 Ave

 Box 247

 9059 95 St

  12719 93 St

 4407 Queen St

 Box 82

 #116  9711 101 St

  11215 53 St

i  R R #1

  Box 179

 7924 98 Ave

  11036 10 Ave

 8727 77 Ave

  11603 122 St

 7304 76 St

  14 Rosewood Place

  Box 783

  8703 52 St
  #201  11230 St Albert

  11916 51 St

 I  53361 Rge Rd 222

  Box 3394

  Box 223

  511 Wilderness Dr 5E

  9027 138 St

  123 6 Ave S

  11223 56 St

  15910 92 Ave

  #1802  140 10 Ave SW

 Grande Prairie AB

 Edmonton

 Red Deer AB

 Morden MN

 Edmonton

 Dawson Creek BC

 Edmonton

 Edmonton

 Fort MacLeod AB

 Edmonton

 Edmonton

 Regina SK

 Lament AB

 Ft Saskatchewan AB

 Edmonton

 Priddis AB

 Mayerthorpe AB

 Edmonton

 Edmonton

 Edmonton

 Edmonton

 Edmonton

 Sherwood Park AB

 GrenFell SK

 Edmonton

Tr   Edmonton

 Edmonton

 Ardrossan AB

 Spruce Grove AB

 High Prairie AB

 Calgary

 Edmonton

 Cranbrook BC

 Edmonton

 Edmonton

 Calgary

COM 225  108 Mile Ranch  100 Mile House BC

4215 37 St

11708 131 St

53 Oatway Dr

79 Oatway Dr

5503 109 St

12009 38 St

10727 48 St

16309 112A St

Box 822

Box 23

Red Deer AB

Edmonton

Stony Plain AB

Stony Plain AB

Edmonton

Edmonton

Edmonton

Edmonton

Assinboia SK

Hythe AB

R3V 1T7

T8L 2Y4

T8A OR7

T8V 1G1

T6L 2P7

T4N OB3

ROG 1JO

T5M OR3

V1G 4H9

T5Y 1T4

T5E 529

TOL OZO

T6C 3W7

T5E 359

S4S 5Y8

TOB 2RO

T8L 1V3

T5W 3K8

TOL 1WO

TOE 1NO

T6A OB4

T6J 6N3

T6C OL6

T5M OB6

T6C 2J6

T8A 2H3

50G 2BO

T6B 1E8

T5M 3P2

T5W 3G4

TOB OEO

T7X 3A7

TOG 1EO

T2J ON3

T5R OE5

 V1C 2H5

 T5W 353

 T5H 5C6

 T2R OA3

 VOK 2EO

 T4N OT6

 T5M 1C6

 TOE 260

 TOE 2BO

 T6H 3A7

 T5W 2H7

 T6A 2B6

 T5X 2B5

 50H OBO

 TOH 2CO



Edmonton Association

Art Quinn

Brian Read

H. 'Buster' Reay

Fred K. Reesor

R. H. Rhodes

Art Robinson

B. Robitaille

Ken Rootes

W. H. Ross

I. Rosser
Max Rudyk  c/o 21

L. Ryan

       7631 189 St

       Site 3  RR#2  Box 11

 Reay  R R #2

sor   #1109 2400 Virginia Dr

s      12224 80 St

'n      239 Grandin Village

Ie     5611 124A Ave

       #702  10160 115 5t

        9603 142 St

       Box 180
c/o 265-52450 RR 222

        361 Isack Drive

Edmonton

Spruce Grove AB

Red Deer AB

Ottawa ON

Edmonton

St Albert AB

Edmonton

Edmonton

Edmdonton

Ashmont AB

Ardrossan AB

Windsor ON

J. F. St Pierre

J..M. Saville     I

Matt Sawchyn      I

G.C.Schiiler

R. W. Scott       I

Jim Sharkey       @

Bill Shaw         i

Charlie Shoubridge

George Smart

John G. Smith     I

W.D. Bill Smith   I

W. H. Smith       I

E.R.Springsteel   I

J. Squarok

Tony M. Stark     I

D. Stewart

Frank SteFaniak   I

L. E. Stewart

Ken Stewart

Alan Storrier

Joe Sutler

Charlie Swan      !

Louie Thadei

G.F.Tackaberry

Ed Tannous

447 Evergreen M H Park Edmonton

Box 164                Erickson BC

Box 634                High Prairie AB

1144 Mount da Ie Ave     Thunder Bay ON

Box 117                Ashmont AB

#111  5020 River Bend Rd  Edmonton

8723 93 Ave            Edmonton

!  #1204  The Crossroads  2201 Riverside Or Ottawa

1012  16 Ave

Box 454

Box 332

Box 246

Box 13  Site 3  RR #1

186 Creston Place

Box 664

7815 148 Ave

R R #1

#402  10950 82 Ave

12115 129 St

Cold Lake AB

Athabasca AB

Alberta Beach AB

Houston BC

Thorsby AB

Edmonton

Enderby BC

Edmonton

Evansburg AB

Edmonton

Edmonton

#1406  10135 Saskatchewan Dr  Edmonton

Vets Home  11440 University Ave  Edmonton

5312 39 St

Box 3058

#704  10015 119 St

#108  10740 109 St

InnisFail AB

Ketchikan, Alaska USA

Edmonton

Edmonton

J. N. Taylor

William G. Taylor 64 RiFle Range

Bill Teleske      9749 71 Ave

Marcel Tettamente  11820 61 St

R. Thew           10512 128A Ave

P. J. Thiesson    Box 629

Donald Thomson    #1104  9649 94

W. J. Thomson     Box 413

0. Thorlakson     149 Cornel 1 Coi

P. J. Tobolsk!    Box 38

L. Tosczak

Joe Turions

L. Tywoniuk

 11820 61 St

10512 128A Ave

Box 629

#1104  9649 94 Ave

Box 413

149 Cornel I Court

Box 38

Site #3 51 - 1133 1

Box 352

e         Hamilton ON

          Edmonton

          Edmonton

e         Edmonton

          Beaverlodge AB

4 Ave     Grande Prairie AB

          Hythe AB

ourt      Edmonton

          BanFF AB

1133 Findlay Rd   Kelowna BC

          High Prairie AB

#102  9203 144 Ave Edmonton

T5T 5J1

T7K 2T5

T4N 5E2
K1H 8L3

T5B 2P3

T8N 2J3

T5W 5E9

T5K 1T6

T5N 2M8

TOA OCO

TOB OEO

N85 3V9

T5B 4M2

VOB 1KO

TOG 1EO

P7E 3A1

TOA OCO

T6H 5J8

T6C 1T7

K1H 8K9

TOA OV4

TOG OBO

TOE OAO

VOJ 1ZO

TOC 2PO

T5A 1X4

VOE 1VO

T5C 2T8

TOE OTO

T6G 2R9

T5L 1H3

T6E 4Y9

T6G 1Z1

TOM 1AO

 99901

T5K 1Y7

T5H 3B6

L8S 3B4

T6E OW5

T5W 4A7

T5E OK3

TOH OCO

T8V 6H3

TOH 2CO

T5C 3C3

TOL OCO

V1X 5A9

TOG 1EO

T5E 2H7

M. Vatne Box 129 Valhalla Centre TOH 3MO



Don Wade
Keith WakeField

Floyd Waldren

Carl WalFord
Mark Wankiewicz

Kevin Weidlich

Barney Weir

R. Weizenbach

Vince Westacott

Charlie Whelan

Col in White

Ernie White

Maurice White

Ben Whitmore

Dr W.L.WilFord

Bob Wilson

Judge J.S.Woods

GeoFF Wright

E. Yez
Joseph Zak

        Edmonton Association

2012 Bonneville CourtSherwood Park AB

14424 86 AveEdmonton

9635 72 AveEdmonton

15006 83 AveEdmonton

12038 127 StEdmonton

Box 31 Site 16 RR #2Winterburn AB

R R #1Two Hills AB

26 53310 Ranae Rd 221Ardrossan AB

12127 53 St

Edmonton

Edmonton

Edmonton

Edmonton

Winterburn AB

Two Hills AB

Ardrossan AB

Edmonton

RycroFt AB

Spirit River Al

Grande Prairie

Edmonton

Kenton MN

AB
AB

Box 144                Spirit River AB

12128 94A St           Grande Prairie AB

5208 109 Ave           Edmonton

Box 193                Kenton MN
111 Mount Pleasant Cresc  Wallaceburg ON

8750 78 Ave            Edmonton

303 Point McKay Gardens NW   Calgary

#1  13194 114 Ave      Edmonton

Box 339                Alberta Beach AB

Box 414                Coleman AB

Georgina Atkin    13125 - 27 St

Margarette Atkinson  Box 306

Doreen Blakely

Peggy Bolinski

Esther Bowen
Helen Bowzailo

Hilda Clausen
Cecille Dupuis

Frances Herman

Martha Johnston

Violet E. Kirby

E. Jean Madore

Isobel Morgan

Alice L.Myers

11719 125 St

9720 80 Ave

#818 Crescent P;

12315 87 St

10635 75 St

9342 154 St

1107 Pottery Rd

#1 4504 41 St

#2305  11020 53

33 Sylvia St

Box 54
#301  12406 112

Margaret Papirnick  #901  11503 100 Ave

Florence Parks    6104 106 Ave

Sue Paterson      Box 234
Doris Petley      3212 Lancaster Way SW

Queenie Ross      3740 Kerrydale Rd SW

Dorothy Schamehorn  Box 8

Pat Swanson       2318 2 Ave NW

Dot Turner        8735 77 Ave

Annie Walker      9913 109 St

Edna Wismer       Box 205

Mary Zevick       Box 33

LADY tWEEFG

          Edmonton

          Gibbons AB

          Edmonton

          Edmonton

Place  13910 Stony Pin Rd Edmonton

          Edmonton

          Edmonton

          Edmonton

'd        Vernon BC

          Camrose AB

53 Ave    Edmonton

          Barrie AB

          Rochester AB

12 Ave    Edmonton

 100 Ave  Edmonton

          Edmonton

          RedcliFF AB

- Way SW  Calgary

2 Rd SW   Calgary

          Notikewin AB

          Calgary

          Edmonton
          Ft Saskatchewan AB

          Mirror AB

          BanFF AB

lan Burrows

Robert J Dryer

Samuel R. English

Mitchell Turions

             Associate

#2512 Crosswinds  641

667 Parkland Village

#503  13435 104 Ave

Box 1354

Msntoeps
Bathgate Dr  Ottawa ON

 Spruce Grove AB

 Surrey BC

 High Prairie AB

T8A OY6

T5R 4B3

T6E OY7

T5R 3T2

T5L OZ4

TOE 2NO

TOB 4KO

TOB DEO

T5W 3L8

TOH 3AO

TOH 3GO

T8V 5C3

T6A 151

ROM DZO

N8A 4Z7

T6C ON6

T3B 5C1

T5M 2Y2

TOE OAO

TOK OMO

T5A 3Y9

TOA 1NO

T5M ON7

T6E 1S7

T5N 3R2

T8L 2K3

T6A 2Z8

T5R 1T7

V1T 1E5

T4V OZ6

T6H 054

L4M 5J2

TOG 1ZO

T5M 2S9

T5K 2K7

T6A 165

TOJ 2PO

T3E 5W4

T3E 4T2

TOH 2VO

T2N OH2

T6C OL6

T8L 2K3

 TOB 3CO

 TOL OCO

K1K 3Y3

T7X 2V5

V3T 5K6

TOG 1EO



NAMES and ADDRESSES

 B.C. Association

Ralph Anderson

Steve Andrynuk

Bernie F. Baker
H. P. Bell-Irving

CliFF Bilou

Art Bird

Ernie Black

Jack Boddington

Ed Bradish

J. Brunton

418 Hirst Ave          Parksville BC

A 7  34 Johnson St     Barrie ON

Box 240                Eckville AB

 #42  2236 Folkstone Way  W Vancouver BC

8468 13 Ave            Burnaby BC

3937 Lauder Rd         Victoria BC

#12  3603 27 Ave       Vernon BC

R R #1                 Naramata BC

#101  3377 Capilano Rd N Vancouver BC

#105  6555 Bonsor Ave  Burnaby BC

Burnaby BC

Victoria BC

Vernon BC

Naramata BC

3377 Capilano Rd N Vancouver BC

6555 Bonsor Ave  Burnaby BC

Harvey Butterworth  Box 7165 Depot D #4  Victoria BC

R. S. Cameron

Paul Charles

Jack Childs

Percy Darlington

M. P. DeForest

Jack Delorme

Fred Delyea

Earl C. Dick

John A. Dougan

Del Dreger

William Dunbar

Leslie Duncan

Gen Del

White St  R R #2

2539 Shakespeare St

#102  3160 Irma 6t

Box 2306

2129 ColFax Ave

RR #1  Site 6  Comp 17

#7  129 Meridian Way

6701 Welch Rd  R R #3

2850 Richmond Rd

112 Cheryl Place

Yale BC

Summerland BC

Victoria BC

Victoria BC

Parksville BC

Coquitlam BC

 Thunder Bay ON

Parksville BC

Victoria BC

Victoria BC

Nanaimo BC

#104  157 West Green Ave  Penticton BC

V9P 1J3

L4M BW

TOM 0X0

V7S 2X7

V3K 2G9

V8N 4H3

V1B 1T5

VOH 1NO

V7R 4W7

V5H 3E9

V9B 4Z3

VOK 2SO

VOH 1ZO

V8R 4G6

V9A 1S8

VOR 2SO

V3K 3E1

P7C 4T9

V9P 1L3

V8X 3X1

V8R 4T7

V9V 1C5

V2A 3S9

Jim Easterbrook

Pete Ferguson

T.E. Fontaine

Sid Fry

Jack Furnell

Norm Furnell

G. Geddes

T. A. Gibson

D. I. Grahame

A. A. Greene

#1  7768 East 6aanich Rd  Saanichton BC

3472 Falcon Or         Nanaimo BC

6709 GriFFiths Ave     Burnaby BC

2840 Lardeau PI        Vernon BC

5570 Takal Rd  RR #1   Ladysmith BC

Vernon BC

Ladysmith BC

#6304  13531 Deer Run Blvd  5E  Calgary AB

1850 Chandler Ave      Victoria BC

#201  1840 Argyle Ave  Nanaimo BC

#175  27111 Zero Ave   Aldergrove BC

1325 Rockland AveVictoria BC

V05 1MO

V9T 468

V5E 2X4

V1T 7V7

VOR 2EO

T2J 6P9

V85 1N8

V96 3K7

VOX 1AO

V8S 1V4

Rev W. Hall

John Harris

Sam Hately

Ralph W.Hayter

W. G. Holmes

Dudley Howard

Owen Hughson

Tom Huntington

Edward Jackson

Don Jacquest

Alon M. Johnson
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British     Columbia

 GENERAL    MEETING

           and

       BANQUET

     THE SANDMAN HOTEL
    180 West Georgia St.

         Vancouver
     FEBRUARY 1, 1992

   Further Information will
          Follow


